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SUMMARY
In this age of bloated software systems, there is a direct correlation between system
performance and available physical memory. Also, virtualization technology is gradually
becoming ubiquitous. It has already become a staple in the utility computing space (i.e.,
the Cloud). In virtualized systems, owing to the ever-increasing processing capacity of the
CPUs, more and more virtual machines are being consolidated on a single hardware plat-
form, thus resulting in increasing demands for memory. On top of that, virtual machine
based systems inherently demand more physical memory to support the total workloads
than an equivalent single OS process environment would because of the overhead of the
duplication of OS code, data, data structures and greedy OS memory algorithms. Due
to the time-varying nature of the memory needs of various applications running inside a
virtual machine (VM), it is difficult to predict the future memory requirements of the VMs.
There are two options for dealing with the application dynamism in the context of memory
usage: (1) over-provisioning of the memory, and (2) dynamic balancing of the available
memory among the set of virtual machines. In case of VMs containing critical applications
and/or system components, over-provisioning of resources is desirable. But in case of virtual
machines containing non-critical applications, over-provisioning results in under-utilization
of resources for a majority of operating time. With the assumption that, not all virtual
machines (hosted on one physical platform) experience memory spikes simultaneously, sit-
uations like over-provisioning and under-utilization of memory resources could be avoided
by crafting effective dynamic memory balancing and management mechanisms in the vir-
tualization layer. Memory over-commitment mechanisms like ballooning and transcendent
memory are examples of such mechanisms.
Adoption of virtualization into embedded platforms such as smart-phones and hand-
held devices is a fairly new phenomenon. Virtualization offers the potential for multiple-use
and versatility of such platforms by enabling the co-location of diverse software platforms
xii
and sand-boxing of critical and non-critical components on the same hardware platform. It
has already been introduced in smartphones and we expect that other high-end embedded
platforms such as automobiles to follow suit in the near future. However, the application
space of such platforms differ significantly from the traditional server world where virtual-
ization has hitherto found extensive use. Applications that run on such platforms are highly
latency sensitive and display bursty requirements for memory. Therefore, effective memory
management and careful orchestration of memory balancing mechanisms is an important
research endeavor for virtualized embedded platforms. Low operational latency becomes a
vital requirement of any such mechanism. This necessitates deep analysis of the individ-
ual components of the overall operation and optimizing them by appropriate design and
implementation.
The problem being investigated in the research presented in this dissertation is about the
most optimal way to architect a mechanism to achieve dynamic memory partitioning in a
virtualized environment with minimal impact on system performance. Through appropriate
design, implementation and runtime adjustments, we alleviate the various performance
issues associated with memory balancing process in order to decrease the latency overheads.
This dissertation consists of various subparts. We start by laying the base for the disser-
tation by exploring relevant memory management mechanisms and their suitability towards
catering to the aforementioned needs of virtualized embedded devices. Subsequently, we
present the details of a coordinated memory management mechanism designed in accor-
dance with the split driver principle used in other para-virtualized drivers in xen setup,
which uses xen-store and xen event-channel for data transfer and coordination purposes.
Next, we present detailed analysis of this memory management mechanism comprising of
latency results, results showcasing the interference from scheduling policy and an analysis
of latency involved in various steps of the operation. Armed with these measurement driven
insights, we delve into improving the latency involved in the operation of the coordinated
memory management mechanism in the subsequent chapters. First, we explore the latency
reduction possible by minimizing the scheduler interference. This is achieved by effecting
xiii
appropriate coordination constructs between the operation of the mechanism and the sched-
ulers inside Xen hypervsior and Linux kernel and we present results and analysis towards
validating that. Next, we address another finding of our previous analysis which showed
that using a xen-store based communication and coordination approach has some inherent
latency overhead, which could be avoided by appropriate modification in design and im-
plementation. We achieve this by using the up-call mechanism available in xen hypervisor
and transferring much of the central logic into the hypervisor from that of Dom-0. We
also present results from our measurement experiments which showcase the benefits of this
design approach over earlier approach. In the next section, we compare the latency of our
mechanism, which is built for inter-VM operations, to that of the inherent latency of intra-
VM memory management mechanisms ascertained by measuring the latency experienced
by a user mode process for getting access to various memory amounts.Finally, we conclude






In computing, the term virtualization corresponds to creating a virtual version of a device,
or resource, such as a CPU, storage, network or even an operating system, where the
framework divides the resource into one or more execution environments. This dissertation
operates in the context of virtual machines. The concept of virtual machine(VM) was
invented by IBM as a method of time-sharing extremely expensive mainframe hardware
[9, 13]. Figure 1 represents a traditional organization of a virtual machine system. A
software layer called a virtual machine monitor(VMM)(/hypervisor) takes complete control
of the machine hardware and is responsible for managing and exporting the real resources to
the virtual machines. Each VM is given the illusion of being a dedicated physical machine
that is fully protected and isolated from other virtual machines and usually runs its own
operating system(OS) and applications. Multiplexing of physical resources happens at the
granularity of entire operating systems.
In the current day, there are different types of virtualized setups: 1) fully virtualized
setups such as VMware [47] and QEMU [5], which allow unmodified OSes to run on top of
hypervisors 2) paravirtualized setups such as Xen [3], in which the guest OS is modified to
Figure 1: Organization of a Virtualized System
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be able run on top of a hypervisor and 3) Hosted operating system (OS) level virtualization
setups such as KVM [26], where a OS kernel (like Linux) acts as the base virtualization
layer and allows other VMs to run on top of it.
1.2 Proliferation of Virtualization
Virtualization as a software construct is being used in a variety of domains, ranging from
cloud computing infrastructures and data centers to modern day smartphones. The pur-
pose of introducing virtualization into different domains varies. The enterprise scale vir-
tualization in cloud computing setups and data centers was primarily designed to avoid
underutilization of individual servers (by allowing them to be consolidated as virtual ma-
chines on a single physical server) and provide necessary isolation and security guarantees
by sand-boxing of the individual VMs. Additional benefits like reduction in energy usage,
appropriate usage accounting etc. made virtualization technology very critical for the emer-
gence and success of cloud computing era and paved way for its subsequent introduction
into other domains.
In the embedded and hand-held devices arena, features like versatility (enabling the
usage of multiple applications designed for different OSes) and security are more important.
Virtualization, with its ability to run multiple computing domains on a single device allows
a user to segregate applications into multiple VMs according to their security demands
and functionality. Moreover, it enables to run different OSes according to the application
characteristics. For example, a smart-phone application could run on a real-time OS while a
downloaded game application could run on a general purpose OS that provides rich graphical
user interfaces.
The current trend of automobiles becoming software heavy also creates the near future
possibility of virtualization being introduced into their software stack. The increasing num-
ber and sophistication levels of software modules in the automobiles results in increasing
demand for computing power. This in turn requires car manufacturers and suppliers to
introduce powerful multi-core electronic control units(ECU) into their components, which
offer features such as higher levels of parallelism [36]. The resulting system is quite complex
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and calls for new framework and methodologies to ensure their correct operation. Moreover,
achieving strong isolation guarantee between the software modules responsible for critical
components and those responsible for feature rich infotainment applications is one of the
critical system design factors. Virtualization with its sandboxing features is able to pro-
vide security and fault-containment guarantees, which potentially may be the driving factor
behind introduction of virtualization into automobile software systems [38].
1.2.1 Virtualization Use Cases
Virtualization already has a strong foothold in the server and data-center world where it
is primarily used for consolidation of virtual machines into physical machines and dynamic
balancing of workload on physical machines by utilizing virtual machine migration func-
tionality. In the recent past, virtualization has also made inroads into desktop and laptop
domains. Desktop virtualization was introduced for flexible and secure management of
desktop environments. Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI)1 pushes virtual desktops into
centralized server farm to which users connect via network. In order to mitigate the issues
with network disconnection and bad user experience, client side virtual desktops, which
involve checking out of VM images from servers to a local device, were introduced.
With the growing popularity of laptops, people have started using laptops both for
personal purposes and for business tasks and this significantly increases the possibility of
corporate information leak by malicious attacks and viruses. Virtualization has been used
to provide strong isolation guarantee between the business and personal environments. A
similar story has been repeated in the case of consumer electronic devices, mostly in the
form of smart-phones. Due to increase in their computational power, memory and storage
capacity, smart-phones nowadays are capable of doing many PC-like tasks (multimedia
playback, games, social networking activities, wi-fi downloads etc.) apart from their primary
functions of calling and texting. With the growing usage of smart-phones for security
sensitive applications like Internet-banking, there is a strong need for protecting the primary
functionalities and critical applications from the rest of the system, for which virtualizing
1a variant of thin client computing
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the system is the only viable solution. Considering the usage mode, be it the case of desktops
and laptops or smart-phones, the user will mostly interact with only one virtual machine
at one time. Thus, it makes sense to allocate as much resource as possible to the virtual
machine with which the user is interacting. Achieving this goal is not much difficult for
CPU and I/O devices, but in the case of memory, it is significantly harder to achieve.
From a futuristic point of view, when virtualization finds a place in the software stack
of automobiles, its primary purpose will be to isolate the critical components and software
modules from the non-critical ones. A real-time OS will be catering to the critical compo-
nents and corresponding software modules, whereas the other modules (for infotainment,
media streaming, application downloading etc.) will be running on top of one or more
general purpose OSes. It is imperative to have an optimum and static allocation of re-
sources for the real time OS pertaining to the critical modules. Among the general purpose
OSes(/VMs), resource allocation can happen based on their priority and requirements, more
in line with dynamic resource allocation in virtualized smart-phones and other hand held
devices.
1.3 Memory Resource Management in Virtualized Environments
Irrespective of the cause behind the introduction of virtualization into any system, the pri-
mary mechanisms and features on top of which a virtualized setup operates are more or
less similar. There is a need for appropriate multiplexing of CPU, I/O cycles and propor-
tionate partitioning of available memory and disk, among the operating VMs. Though,
most physical resources, such as processor cores and I/O devices are shared among virtual
machines using time slicing and can be multiplexed flexibly based on priority, allocating an
appropriate amount of physical memory to virtual machines is more challenging.
Owing to the limited capacity (unlike CPU, I/O cycles which are unlimited) of available
memory and a rather direct impact of allocated memory size on system performance, ef-
fective memory partitioning becomes critical in a virtualized setup. The uncertainty about
the future memory needs of applications inside various VMs adds to the complexity and
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renders static memory partitioning completely ineffective for the task at hand. Introduc-
tion of virtualization into non-traditional domains like client devices and automobiles also
has significant implications for appropriate memory management mechanisms. Due to the
resource constrained nature of these devices and their growing usage for resource intensive
tasks like video streaming, gaming etc., the role of fast and dynamic memory allocation and
balancing mechanisms becomes crucial.
So, from the early days of modern virtualization, researchers and system designers have
been looking into dynamic approaches for memory partitioning, memory page sharing etc.
Ballooning and content based page sharing mechanisms were introduced with VMWARE’s
ESX-Server and have since been replicated into almost all mainstream hypervisors. Re-
searchers have devised mechanisms for estimating the working set size of the VMs. More
recently, the concept of transcendent memory was introduced into Xen and other open
source hypervisors.
1.3.1 Intra-VM Memory Management
Inside an OS, there are two different types of memory allocation: memory allocation for
the kernel and the memory allocation for user-mode processes. In the context of Linux and
other POSIX2 compliant OSes, memory allocation for the user-mode process occur by the
function call ‘malloc’ and its variants like ‘calloc’, ‘realloc’ etc. These allocation routines
are usually implemented with the ‘sbrk’ system call, which either expands or contracts the
heap of the process based on the outcome of the operation.
Memory allocation inside the OS kernel is not as straightforward as memory allocation
for user mode processes. Unlike user-space, the kernel cannot always sleep and cannot
easily deal with memory errors. Linux kernel has interfaces for memory allocation at the
granularity of memory pages (‘alloc pages’, get free pages) or byte sized chunks (‘kmalloc’,
‘vmalloc’). Because of hardware limitations (some pages because of their physical address
in memory, cannot be used for certain task like DMA), the kernel divides pages into various
zones in order to group pages of similar properties. The memory allocation routines have
2an acronym for “Portable Operating System Interface”, is a family of standards specified by the IEEE
for maintaining compatibility between operating systems.
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the option to allocate pages from a particular zone.
1.3.1.1 Low Memory Situations
In the otherwise usual operation of an OS (or VM), a shortage of available physical memory,
with regards to the demand for memory pages, could lead to either thrashing or OOM (out
of memory) conditions. Thrashing occurs when a computer’s virtual memory subsystem
is in a constant state of paging, rapidly exchanging data in memory for data on disk,
to the exclusion of most application-level processing. Out of memory (OOM) is a state
of operation (often undesired) where no additional memory can be allocated for use by
programs or the operating system. In such a state, the system will be unable to load any
additional programs or allocate any additional memory to any existing process and thus
resulting in their erroneous functioning. The primary cause of such a situation is that all
available memory, including disk swap space, has been allocated.
1.3.2 Inter-VM Memory Management
In a virtualized environment, multiple VMs operate simultaneously on top of a single hyper-
visor and memory overcommitment is used for dynamic management of available memory
among the set of virtual machines. Overcommitment means that the total size configured
for all running virtual machines exceeds the total amount of actual machine memory and
the system manages the allocation of memory to individual VMs at runtime based on their
need, system load and other parameters.
When memory is overcommitted, the hypervisor must employ some mechanism to re-
claim memory from one or more virtual machines in order to give them to others. There
could be two primary approaches for achieving memory overcommitment:
• Dynamic Partitioning: Guest OSes coordinate with the hypervisor to dynamically
change their memory size to accommodate a global memory strategy.
• Host Paging: The hypervisor transparently swaps out some of the memory pages
allocated to a VM, when needed. Conceptually this is similar to the way any operating
system kernel does paging for the various processes and applications running on top
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of it.
Host paging is possible when the hypervisor is actively involved in the memory manage-
ment of the VMs running on top of it. This extra level of paging requires a meta-level page
replacement policy. The hypervisor must choose not only the VM from which to revoke
memory, but also which of its particular pages to reclaim. In general, meta-level page re-
placement at the hypervisor layer has to make relatively uninformed resource management
decisions. The best information about which pages are least valuable, and thus could be
reclaimed, is known only by the guest operating system within each VM. A sophisticated
meta level policy is likely to introduce performance anomalies due to unintended interac-
tions with the native memory management policies in guest OSes. Different OSes may have
varied priorities and policies for page replacement (based on the needs of the applications
running inside them), which creates further complexities for meta-level page replacement
efforts. The fact that paging is transparent to the OSes running in the VMs can result
in double paging even when the meta-level policy is able to select the same page that the
native guest OS would choose.
For the reasons mentioned above and the security advantages of having thin hypervisors
(in terms of reduced size of trusted computing base), all modern hypervisors are designed
to not play any role in the paging activities of the VMs running on top of them. All the dis-
cussions in this dissertation are in the context of Xen hypervisor and para-virtualized mode
of operation of the virtual machines. In this mode, the page-tables are para-virtualized, i.e.
the hypervisor merely ensures that the VMs create only valid mappings for the memory
pages assigned to it. Dynamic partitioning is the only viable means of memory management
in such cases and a technique called ballooning is used to achieve that. Ballooning operates
by introducing a pseudo device driver (or kernel service) called balloon driver inside each
VM. The basic function of the balloon driver is to pass memory pages back and forth be-
tween the hypervisor and the kernel memory management unit in the VM, which it achieves
by either inflating or deflating of the balloon . When the hypervisor needs to reclaim some
memory from a VM, the corresponding balloon driver is activated and it inflates itself by
asking for memory pages from the memory management unit and releasing the pages to the
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hypervisor. Deflating involves deallocating of previously-allocated pages and thus making
them available for general use by guest OS. Recently, a parallel approach at memory man-
agement called Transcendent Memory was also devised. This operates with the philosophy
of collecting un-utilized and under-utilized memory pages from the various VMs to form
a centralized memory pool from them. Later the VMs are provided with an indirect page
copy based access to these central pool, which they can use in time of memory scarcity.
1.3.3 Memory management in the context of current and future applications
The aforementioned mechanisms and their variants and hybrids are currently part of the
ever-evolving virtualization ecosystem. But, a comparative analysis of the existing mecha-
nisms and their appropriateness for various scenarios, in which they would be used, is not
available at present. So there is a need for a detailed evaluation of the mechanisms with
respect to the needs of the various applications. Among these applications, streaming media
and video-games are noteworthy. Owing to their increasing popularity, resource intensive-
ness and interactive nature, they require fast response for their resource needs. Also missing
from existing literature is, an analysis of how the memory management mechanisms affect
and get affected by the rest of the system policies and mechanisms. With the possibility
of virtualization getting introduced into software stacks, where some of the critical com-
ponents(having stringent resource requirements) co-exist with components which are not
system critical, but are memory intensive nonetheless, the mechanisms should be designed
to satisfy the needs of all these components.
1.4 Problem Statement
Two recent advancements are the primary motivating factors for the research in this disser-
tation. First, virtualization is no longer confined to the powerful server class machines. It
has already been introduced into smart-phones and will be a part of other high-end embed-
ded systems like automobiles in the near future. Second, more and more resource intensive
applications are being used in devices which are rather resource constrained and introducing
virtualization into the software stack just exacerbates the resource allocation issue.
Existing memory-management mechanisms were designed for server class machines and
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their implementations are geared towards the applications running primarily on data centers
and cloud setups. In these setups, appropriate load balancing and achieving fair division of
resources is the goal and over-provisioning may be the norm [16]. Latency involved in re-
source management mechanisms may not be a big concern. But in case of smart phones and
other hand held devices, applications like media streaming, social-networking are prevalent,
which are both resource intensive and latency sensitive. Moreover, the bursty nature of
their memory requirement results in spikes in memory needs of the virtual machines. As
over-provisioning is not an option in these domains, fast and effective (memory) resource
management mechanisms are necessary.
Usually, operating system (kernel) owns the entire physical memory and allocates a
portion of the memory to a process requesting for more memory (by invoking the ‘malloc’
system call or its variants like ‘kmalloc’/‘vmalloc’etc.). When there is shortage of free
memory, the kernel tries to free-up some memory by writing pages to disk files, flushing
the contents of clean pages etc., or in extreme situations terminating existing processes. In
virtualized environments, these low memory situations could also be dealt with by getting
memory from other domains (that are not experiencing memory pressure at that instant)
or hypervisor. Dynamic memory management mechanisms like ballooning and transcendent
memory are designed for this purpose. But due to the latency and uncertainty associated
with these inter-VM memory balancing mechanisms, they are not directly integrated with
the intra-VM (in-kernel) memory management units and operate more or less decoupled
from them. Further, these mechanisms act in a non-coordinated manner and are oblivious
to what is happening inside the other VMs, and as such are not geared towards handling the
different levels of tolerability for latency for the varied mix of applications in the different
virtual machines.
So, achieving memory over-commitment and coordinated dynamic memory balancing,
with low latency and as little performance penalty as possible, is the primary research
problem that is being addressed in this dissertation.
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1.5 Thesis Statement
On-demand and coordinated memory management mechanism is essential for dealing with
unexpected and bursty memory needs of various applications and the resulting spikes in VM
memory requirements. Towards this goal, we created a memory management mechanism
built on top of ballooning principle, where multiple VMs cooperate to alleviate a memory
pressure situation in one of the VMs. While the idea is simple and straightforward, this
process of coordinating between a number of VMs to achieve memory balancing is inherently
distributed in nature and as such needs careful orchestration of the individual components
and the coordination constructs for achieving goals of low operating latency. Specifically, the
critical functionalities that need careful consideration are the process of choosing VMs for
releasing the pages, the process of making the selected VMs release the pages, the mechanism
used for communication among the VMs. Also, the interference from external components,
especially the schedulers, needs to be considered. If all these issues are appropriately catered
to, inter-VM memory balancing at its core is not very different from intra-VM memory
allocation, albeit with more number of players. This background allows us to state our
thesis statement as “With appropriate design and implementation, it is possible to devise
a coordinated Inter-VM memory management scheme with a latency that is within a few
factors of the latency involved in Intra-VM memory management schemes”.
1.6 Contributions
We make the following contributions through this dissertation:
• We analyze the memory requirement pattern of some prevalent applications in smart
phone world and showcase the need for low latency memory management mechanisms
in virtualized environments for these devices.
• Realizing that over-provisioning may not be a viable option in these resource con-
strained devices, we propose a coordinated memory management mechanism (CMM)
that is appropriate for adoption of virtualization in the resource-constrained embedded
platforms.
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• We present a detailed measurement infrastructure built into the Xen hypervisor in
order to accurately identify the various sources of latency in CMM operation.
• We provide detailed analysis of the operation of CMM and identify avenues for reduc-
tion in operational latency, one of which is interference from schedulers. We propose
and implement optimizations in the Linux CFS scheduler and Xen credit scheduler
towards reducing the interference and bounding the operational latency.
• Based on our analysis, we find that our baseline implementation approach using xen-
bus and xen-store based communication and coordination constructs has inherent
latency implications due to the file backed implementation of xen-store and its trans-
action based interface for writes. We address this issue by creating an optimized
implementation of CMM by changing our design and implementation to that of xen-
upcall and hypercall based implementation, which also requires us to transfer the
centralized logic from Dom-0 to the hypervisor. This allows us to achieve significant
improvement in the operational latency over our previous design.
• We provide measurement results comparing latency of CMM with relevant mechanisms
for inter-domain and intra-domain memory management mechanisms.
• To summarize, through system implementation and empirical system evaluation, we
argue towards validating our thesis statement from previous section.
1.7 Roadmap
This dissertation is composed of ten chapters. Chapter 2 2 presents a brief overview of the
other research works that are related to the interest space of this dissertation. We introduce
and discuss about core mechanisms for memory management in virtualized environments:
Ballooning, its prevalent implementation form of Self-Ballooning and Transcendent Mem-
ory. We also present a brief analysis of the memory requirement behavior of frequently
used applications, and thus provide a context for much of the discussion in this disserta-
tion. Next in chapter 3 3, we present the design and implementation of a new coordinated
memory management mechanism, built according to the split-driver principle. Chapter 4 4
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presents detailed experimental analysis of the coordinated memory management mechanism
and a comparison with other relevant mechanisms. In chapter 5 5, we analyze the effect of
scheduling on the operation of the coordinated memory management scheme and also focus
on doing a detailed time analysis of the mechanism to enumerate the time spent during
various operational phases of the mechanism. Chapter 6 6 explores avenues for improving
the mechanism’s operational latency by reducing the scheduler interferences. In chapter 7 7,
we provide the design and implementation details of the hypervisor based implementation
where much of the centralized logic is inside the hypervisor and communication is done using
hypercalls and xen-upcalls. Chapter 8 8 contains the results of our experimental analysis
of Intra-VM memory management mechanisms and provides comparative analysis with our
devised mechanism for Inter-VM memory management. Chapter 9 9 discusses related work
and chapter 10 10 concludes with a brief discussion about possible future work.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR A NEW MECHANISM
As mentioned earlier, two recent advancements are the primary motivating factors for the
research presented in this dissertation: (1) Virtualization is no longer confined to the pow-
erful server class machines. It has already been introduced into smart-phones and will be a
part of other high-end embedded systems like automobiles in the near future. (2) More and
more memory intensive and latency sensitive applications are being used in devices which
are rather resource constrained and introducing virtualization into the software stack just
exacerbates the memory (resource) allocation issue.
So there is a need for careful analysis of the needs of these new class of applications and
provide appropriate mechanisms in the software stack for their suitable usage. Given that
memory resource management in the context of these new class of applications is the focus
of our research, we begin by analyzing memory behavior of applications.
2.1 Analyzing Application Behavior
The primary objective of the discussion in this section is to analyze and understand the
memory requirement patterns of various applications prevalent in the present and will be
very relevant in the context of end devices in the future.
Figure 2 presents the results of experiments conducted on an Android platform, where
we are tracking the memory requirements (proportional set size) of some commonly used
applications. Browser is used to read news, and access product information web pages,
Facebook and Twitter are used for their commonplace uses and finally a H.264 video is
played in case of video player. Although, there is no denying of the fact that the actual
memory usage is subject to the implementation of the application and their usage, it is
clear from the observations that, the memory needs of the applications displays a bursty
nature. This is most evident in the case of browser, primarily because of its aggressive
garbage collection policy.
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Figure 2: Tracking memory needs of various applications
In the next set of experiments, given the relative prevalence and importance of streaming
media applications among the current set of applications and its rapidly growing popularity,
we focus on applications used for playing streaming media. Figure 3 shows the results of
tracking (physical) memory size of a youtube client, while the network bandwidth available
is varied using a traffic shaper (ipfw, dummynet). The bandwidth variance invokes the
adaptive feature of youtube client, where it changes the bitrate of the video being played
according to changing network conditions. This has effect on the buffer size used by the
application for storing of data and this gets reflected in the bursty nature of the memory
needs of this application.
In order to further explore the memory requirements of streaming media applications
in varying conditions, we conducted experiments using video playback clients built in con-
formance with DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) protocol [45], wherein
the client requests video files of various bit rates according to its local network conditions.
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Figure 3: Tracking memory needs of Youtube client
Adaptive HTTP streaming is the evolving paradigm for video streaming on the web and
it relies on off-the-shelf web servers, instead of dedicated video servers. A video file is di-
vided into multiple small segment files that have the same play-out duration, typically a few
seconds long. Each of the segments from the same video file is also encoded into different
bit-rates and quality levels. A XML file called media presentation description (MPD) file
describes the video segments and quality levels, and is present along with the segment files
in web-servers. A video client can then request segments at different bit-rates depending on
its estimation of the state of the local network. As this technology is gradually becoming
prevalent and it has implications towards the increasing sophistication of the client devices,
it is important to explore its characteristics for our research.
We use the ipfw [19] and dummynet [12, 6] to shape the available bandwidth at the
client machine (a 2.4 GHz laptop with latest version of Ubuntu). Apache 2.4 Webserver
installed on a 2.4 GHz machine (with Windows XP as the OS) is used for serving up the
various bitrate encoded video files as per client demand. The physical memory size of
the client (GPAC client) is tracked (at 0.2 sec interval), as we vary the available network
bandwidth. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the results of the experiments. In case of the
experiment represented by Figure 4, we observed a max spike of 97 MB per sec and second
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Figure 4: Tracking memory needs of a DASH-client 1
max spike of 26 MB per sec. In Figure 5, the corresponding figures were 112 MB per sec
and 31.2 MB per sec.
Apart from exhibiting the apparent bursty nature of the memory requirement of these
class of applications, these figures also reveal the importance of having really latency sen-
sitive memory management mechanisms in the virtualized setups which will be catering to
these kind of applications. So, with the gradual change in the application landscape of the
virtualized environments, there is a need to rethink the design and implementation of some
of the core mechanisms.
It is noteworthy to mention that, although the work presented in this dissertation draws
its motivation from the low latency needs of the applications prevalent in end-devices, the
principles and techniques discussed in this context are equally applicable to server class
setups having need for low latency memory management mechanisms. Network emulation
frameworks [41] are one such class of applications.
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Figure 5: Tracking memory needs of a DASH-client 2
2.2 Existing Mechanisms
The focus of the research presented in this dissertation is on balancing and dynamic par-
titioning of physical memory across a number of VMs running simultaneously within one
physical machine. Other researchers have looked into utilizing virtual machine migration
techniques [49] to deal with overload in memory, CPU need etc.. But they are more geared
towards balancing the overall load across available physical machines and are orthogonal
to the problem of catering to occasional spikes in memory pressure experienced by a VM.
Mechanisms like page sharing help in reducing the overall memory pressure and hence do
not serve the same cause as transferring memory from one VM to another.
Other works in the area of working set size estimation are complementary to page trans-
fer mechanisms. They enable the user/administrator to determine the need for a memory
balancing across the running VMs, but need to use one of the page transfer mechanisms in
order to effect the balancing. So page transfer mechanisms are at the core of memory bal-
ancing in virtual environments and hence it is essential to have a detailed understanding of
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the pros and cons of the basic page transfer/ memory balancing mechanisms and their suit-
ability for various purposes. Keeping this in consideration, we will look more into the two
core page transfer based memory management mechanisms: ballooning and transcendent
memory in the rest of this chapter.
2.2.1 Ballooning
The memory requirements of a VM are not static. There may be occasional spikes in its
memory need but once these spikes subside, most of the allocated memory may simply be
dormant in the page/buffer cache of the VM. Although there is no denying of the importance
of page/buffer cache, there is no guarantee about whether the pages in the page/buffer cache
will really be accessed in the future or not. So over-provisioning of memory for VMs for
catering to the spikes will lead to sub-optimal memory usage for most of the running time
and would result in wastage of the memory resource if the memory allocated to a given VM
is fixed. Also, in some of the domains, over-provisioning may not be an option altogether.
When multiple VMs are running in one physical machine simultaneously, they may
not experience memory spikes at the same time. This is where resource over-commitment
comes to the rescue. Memory over-commitment is a principle by which multiple VMs, whose
maximum memory requirements sum up to more than the actual memory, may coexist. One
of the underlying principles in many of the over-commitment based memory management
approaches is ballooning. Every virtual machine, when it starts, is provisioned for a physical
memory amount in accordance to its maximum memory requirement. But, at any given
time, the amount of physical memory available to a VM should be in accordance to its need.
This is achieved with the help of a pseudo driver inside the kernel called ‘balloon driver’
which has two basic functionalities: inflate balloon, deflate balloon (balloon symbolizes
the amount of memory that has been taken away from the VM and given back to the
hypervisor). Inflating of balloon results in memory pages being taken away from the VM
and released to the hypervisor. Deflating of balloon results in the hypervisor backing the
pseudo pages inside a VM with real physical pages (thus increasing the memory allocation
of a VM).
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The existing mechanism in the setup for achieving ballooning is called self-ballooning.
Self ballooning [35] is a mechanism in which a VM makes its own decision about whether
ballooning needs to be activated and whether to inflate or deflate the balloon. It monitors
the memory usage of the VM and periodically tries to determine the working set size (WSS)
of the VM (either on its own or finds out the value of WSS from some other source). Based
on the working set size estimation and the amount of memory that is allocated to the VM,
it determines whether to release some pages back to the hypervisor (inflation) or attempt to
get some pages from the hypervisor (deflation). All the decision are taken by the balloon-
driver without any consultation (/direction) from the hypervisor or other VMs. With self
ballooning, Xen may over-commit memory resources amongst VMs and every VM makes
sure that it uses only the amount of memory that it actually requires.
In a slightly different form, the ballooning principle is implemented as a hypervisor-
driven mechanism in ESX server (and its descendants) [48, 46], where the hypervisor pe-
riodically assesses the free memory available in the system and also periodically receives
memory status information from the VMs. If the available free memory goes below a cer-
tain predefined level, the ballooning mechanisms in the individual VMs is activated and the
VMs release the memory pages during their next iteration cycle.
2.2.2 Transcendent-Memory
Transcendent memory (T-Mem) [33, 34] was developed primarily to provide an alternate
memory management mechanism to that of ballooning and was designed to improve upon
the shortcomings of ballooning. The primary issues with ballooning that the authors of
transcendent memory tried to address are:
• difficulty associated with satisfying urgent memory needs of the virtual machines due
to memory inertia
• difficulty associated with the correct prediction of the future memory needs of the
virtual machines and thus determination of an optimum rate of ballooning
The authors argue that, an effective solution would be to use the various unutilized
and under-utilized memory pages (fallow memory) in such a way that it could be provided
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back to the needy VMs for usage as and when necessary. They strive to achieve this by
reclaiming the idle memory not only from the hypervisor but also from the guests to provide
an aggregated pool of unused memory. This pool of memory could then be put under the
supervision of the hypervisor and Dom-0 and could be provided for usage by the domains
as needed. In the current form, transcendent memory implementation provides a page copy
based interface for getting and putting memory contents into this pool, through ‘get page’
and ‘put page’ operations. From the perspective of a guest virtual machine, transcendent
memory is a fast pseudo-RAM of indeterminate and varying size that is useful primarily
when real RAM is in short supply and is accessible only via a page copy based interface.
The transcendent-memory in its current state provides interfaces for creating four kinds
of pools:
• Private persistent pools: A persistent memory pool is one, which has the characteristic
that pages put into this pool remain in the pool as long as the virtual machine that
put the page there remains active. A private pool is meant for storing pages from
only one virtual machine.
• Shared persistent pools: A shared persistent pool is a pool that is shared between
more than one virtual machines.
• Private ephemeral pool: An ephemeral pool has the characteristic that pages put into
this pool might not exist in the future. So it is the guest VM’s responsibility to put
only the pages, whose content loss would not affect the VM.
• Shared ephemeral pool: An ephemeral pool shared between more than one virtual
machines.
Using the aforementioned constructs, the authors of transcendent memory have intro-
duced two mechanisms into the guest domain kernels called ‘Front-swap’ and ‘Clean-cache’.
Front-swap is built as a private persistent pool for storing dirty anonymous pages, which
otherwise would have been written to swap area. It behaves as a fast swap disk. Whenever
a page needs to be swapped out, Linux kernel swap subsystem first contacts front-swap
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rather than going to the disk directly. If front-swap has space for storing the contents of
the page, disk access is avoided. Clean-cache works as a victim cache for pages evicted from
page cache. Due to its ephemeral nature, it is meant only for putting and getting clean
pages.
Apart from the above constructs, transcendent memory implementation provides for
additional mechanisms to ensure the proper usage of these pools. To ensure that front-
swap does not hold pages which might not be used for a long time, an additional mechanism
called ‘front-swap self-shrinking’ is used to evict pages from front-swap and return them
back to kernel memory. This ensures that front-swap has free memory for future memory
needs of the guests. There is also provision for compressing the contents of the pages while
storing in the transcendent memory pools. We are more interested in evaluating the core
transcendent memory mechanism and its usability for effective memory management and
hence will not be discussing further about these additional mechanisms.
2.2.3 Drawbacks of existing mechanisms
2.2.3.1 Self-Ballooning
A primary drawback of the self ballooning approach is that there is no coordinated effort
from the VMs to resolve a spike in memory requirement of one of the VMs. It is possible
that some other VM might be having spare memory pages, but the needy VM has no way to
communicate its need to the other VM. As a result of this, there is a possibility that, many
times a VM’s request for additional memory may remain unfulfilled by the hypervisor due
to lack of memory or, at the least, not fulfilled at the moment it is needed most. For self
ballooning to work in a resource conscious manner, the driver has to aggressively monitor the
memory need of the VM it is in and this could result in unnecessary overhead. Furthermore,
due to the uncertainty of future memory needs, aggressive “inflation” by the driver could
result in additional unnecessary page transfers. While these problems may not be apparent
in resource-rich server class machines that cater to longer running predictable workloads
endowed with resource over-provisioning, the same is not true for embedded domains.
The hypervisor driven approach for ballooning in ESX server is very specifically geared
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towards the data center setups, where the primary goal is to keep free memory available
with the hypervisor. It is important to note that this approach is not best suited for memory
constrained environments, where it may not be appropriate to keep memory lying fallow
with the hypervisor, rather than allocating them to the VMs that could benefit from the
additional memory. Other than that, although not designed to be used in this manner, the
setups where the policy is for the hypervisor to keep very little free memory with it, this
approach has the similar drawbacks of the self ballooning approach.
These problems could be solved by taking an on-demand approach to ballooning and
providing a channel for making collective effort at memory balancing.
2.2.3.2 Transcendent Memory
Transcendent memory mechanism has its strengths and weaknesses. The primary drawback
with T-Mem’s approach for memory management and handling memory need spikes is that
of the indirect page copy based interface. This approach has inherent latency overheads, as
we will show later by experimental results. Other than that, in this approach, the kernel in
the virtual machine does not get full access to the pages. It has to discard some existing
pages in order to free up the memory and memory management unit of the VM cannot do
with the pages in these memory pool as it sees fit.
Also, another key ingredient in the operation of transcendent memory based mechanisms
is the pooling together of memory pages to create a central pool. How to get the pages for
this pool becomes a key decision point. At present, the pages for the free pool are acquired
either from the unallocated memory at the disposal of the hypervisor or by doing aggressive
ballooning inside the guest domains. Using the unallocated memory inside the hypervisor
is fine, except for the fact that, in a real working system hypervisor may not have too much
free memory lying unallocated. Also, if there is free memory with the hypervisor, then a
virtual machine in need of more memory could just get it from the hypervisor. On the
other hand, using ballooning (inside the virtual machines) for getting memory pages for the
central pool raises questions about the rate and aggressiveness of the ballooning inside the
individual domains. This has the same issue of virtual machines not having an estimate of
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their future memory needs.
2.3 Concluding Discussion
From the discussion in this chapter, it is clear that existing memory management mecha-
nisms may not be best suited to cater to the requirements of current applications, especially
the ones exhibiting bursty memory requirement behavior. So to fill this gap, in the subse-
quent chapters, we will be presenting about our approach towards creating a coordinated
memory management mechanism (CMM) for resource constrained devices. Low opera-
tional latency being one of our primary goals, we will also present our efforts at bounding
the latency of our mechanism.
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CHAPTER III
COORDINATED MEMORY MANAGEMENT MECHANISM (CMM)
Having motivated the need for a better memory management mechanism in virtualized
setups for resource constrained devices, we now consider how to approach this in detail. We
started with three basic design goals for this mechanism:
• On-demand
• Coordinated
• Low operational latency
Our goal is to invent a mechanism that operates in an on demand manner as opposed
to continuous balancing, since it is difficult and complex to estimate the future memory
needs of a VM. Coordinated approach allows multiple VMs to act in a cooperative manner
to resolve the memory pressure situation of another VM. Low operational latency is a
requirement considering the characteristics of the applications whose needs the mechanism
is designed to cater to. Also, taking the on-demand approach allows us to provide scheduling
priority for the operation of the mechanism as will be described later.
We have used Xen based para-virtualized setup for developing and analyzing CMM, as it
provides us with the advantage of being open source and also the para-virtualized approach
gives us the flexibility of modifying the various components of the software stack as and
when necessary.
3.1 Baseline implementation of CMM
3.1.1 Implementation choices
Keeping in mind our design goals, we devised a simple flow of operations for achieving
coordinated memory management. In our mechanism, when a domain experiences memory
pressure and needs more memory, it communicates with a central entity (daemon /server
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process) which coordinates the process of resolving the memory pressure. The key functions
of this central entity include:
(a) collecting necessary information from other VMs (available memory , memory need/
wss estimation).
(b) making decision about which domains could free some memory.
(c) informing the VMs to free some memory pages and release to the hypervisor
(d) informing the original domain to get the memory pages from the hypervisor.
While the overall mechanism is simple and straight forward, the inherent distributed
nature and the need for low latency raises some interesting design and implementation
choices. One of the decision points is the location of the central coordinating entity. Choices
for implementing this include:
• using a central entity inside the hypervisor.
• using a central entity inside the control domain (Dom 0) and designing the core driver
of the mechanism according to the split driver principle (following the example of
other drivers).
• using central entity inside the control domain (Dom 0) as a daemon in user mode and
communicating with corresponding user-space daemons in other VMs using network-
protocol.
We ruled out the third choice for a couple of important reasons: (a) the daemons live
in the user space of the VMs and hence would not be well integrated with the other related
components living in the kernel space; and (b) the ballooning will be heavily dependent
on the network setup in the VMs, which may turn out to be a stringent restriction for
the scheme to work in a latency-sensitive manner. The first choice of putting a centralized
coordinator inside the hypervisor, would increase the code density of the hypervisor core,
which goes against the viewpoint of keeping the hypervisor lean and thin. For this reason,
and considering the general convention where most device drivers in the para-virtualized
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world are designed and implemented according to a split driver model, we decided to opt for
the second approach to begin with. However, our experience with the split driver approach
and the performance results we obtained convinced us that an “inside the hypervisor”
approach may yield better dividends in shaving the latency and we validate this hypothesis
later in this dissertation 7.
3.1.2 Split Driver Model
The split driver model was originally formulated to be able to reuse the existing drivers for
the wide range of hardware in commodity PCs. Figure 6 provides a depiction of primary
architectural components of a split driver based design. In this model the device drivers are
split across two domains, a portion in a privileged domain handling the physical device (the
back-end) and the other part (front-end) in the unprivileged domain acting as a proxy upon
the back-end. The back-end and front-end communicate using shared event channels (light
weight event delivery mechanism used for sending asynchronous notifications to a domain)
and ring buffers, in an architecture known as the xenbus. Xenbus provides a bus abstraction
for the domains to communicate with each other in para-virtualized environment. The basic
architecture can be considered to be a chain of four components (see Figure 7), a pair of
devices communicating across the xenbus, and then a pair of devices using that bus, handling
the device-specific interaction with the kernel device layer.
In order to establish communication across this chain, a number of parameters need to be
passed from privileged to unprivileged domain, and vice versa. All of these parameters are
passed using the xenstore (a centralized configuration database). Xenstore is a hierarchical
information storage space shared between domains. It is meant for configuration and status
information exchange rather than for large data transfers. Each domain gets its own path
in the store. When values are changed in the store, the corresponding drivers are notified.
3.1.3 CMM Components
As described earlier, we use the split driver model for our baseline implementation of CMM.
Following this design principle, there is a front-end CMM driver inside the kernel of each
virtual machine. It is connected with the balloon driver and uses the xenbus /xenstore
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Figure 7: Components of a driver built according to split driver principle in Xen based
para-virtualized setup
mechanisms to communicate with the CMM back-end driver. The back-end driver resides
in the privileged domain (Domain 0) and is responsible for coordinating in the process of
resolving the need for more memory of a VM and for providing a channel for communicating
the memory need to other VMs active in the physical machine. The overall system structure
for the implementation of the split driver model is illustrated in Figure 8).
3.1.4 Implementation
All the front-ends and back-ends have their directory (containing configuration param-
eters) in xenstore. To trigger the creation of a device connection, xend writes front-
end and back-end entries to the corresponding directories in xenstore. This happens
when a new domain is getting created and initialized. These new details are seen by the
xenbus driver instances, and initialization begins. The xenbus back-end instance has a
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Figure 8: Software Components of the CMM Implementation in Xen using the split driver
approach
watch on ‘/local/domain/0/backend/dirbal’ and the front-end instance has a watch on ‘/lo-
cal/domain/U/device/dirbal’. When the initializing details are written to these directories,
the watches fire, and the xenbus instances begin negotiation. They go through the usual
xenbus handshake mechanism of going through various state before reaching the final ‘con-
nected’ state.
After the initialization phase, the drivers communicate by writing the necessary infor-
mation into xenstore directories, so that the other end could get them. The entries are of
two types: data entries and command entries. Data entries are meant for data exchange
like the current memory, current working set size etc. The command entries are primarily
boolean entries whose main function is to convey to the other end to start some activity.
Typically command entries are like ‘status-response’, ‘start-action’ etc. The notification
(about new entries being made, change etc) to the other end is sent by using event-channel.
As there is no need for real data transfer between front-end and back-end, the ring buffer
and page grant mechanisms are not used in this driver.
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One aspect that is different in the design of split driver model of CMM from that of
other split drivers (disk, network) is that the back-ends need to communicate and coordinate
with each other. This is achieved by maintaining a linked-list of data structures meant for
back-end data and operation pointers. This is a circular linked list implemented using the
Linux kernel linked list construct. In this way each back-end can communicate with other
back-ends and also collect necessary information by traversing the linked list.
3.1.5 Operation
Figure 9 is a depiction of the various steps involved in the operation of CMM. The front-
end is responsible for triggering the sequence of operations of the CMM. The sequence of
actions will be triggered when the front-end senses the need for more memory. The specific
condition that triggers the sequence of actions is specific to each VM and could be based
on working set size estimations and/or available memory going below a threshold. The
front-end driver writes the necessary information into the xenstore entries of the front-end
and sends a virtual interrupt to the back-end using event-channel.
On receiving the virtual interrupt from a front-end, the back-end (henceforth referred
as master back-end) starts the sequence of activities associated with CMM. The first step
is to collect information about the memory usage statistics of the other domains that are
running as guests on this machine. This is accomplished by turning on the command entry
for ‘status-report’ in the xenstore for the other back-ends and sending a virtual interrupt
to the corresponding front-ends. Each front-end, on getting the interrupt, collects the
necessary information (current memory, working set size estimation, etc.) and writes it
into the xenstore entries of the front-ends and notifies its associated back-end. In our
current implementation, the front-ends gather information similar to what is available in
/proc/meminfo.
Each back-end, upon getting the notification interrupt from its associated front-end,
reads the necessary data entries from the xenstore and populates the in-memory data struc-
tures for perusal by the master backend. Once all the in-memory data structures have been
thusly populated by the peer VMs (via their respective split driver backends), the master
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backend gets to work. It makes decisions as to which peer VMs could be asked to free up
memory without adversely affecting their performance. By following a similar handshake as
just detailed, the master back-end then communicates to the various front-ends in the peer
VMs, instructing them to release the required amount of memory. Thereafter, the front-end
in each VM, works with its balloon driver to release the required number of pages to the
hypervisor. Once the pages have been released by the balloon driver, the front-end notifies
its associated back-end. Each back-end updates its in-memory data structure recording
the results communicated by its front-end. Once all the relevant back-ends cooperating
for this sequence of actions have received notifications from their respective front-ends, the
master back-end aggregates all the results and notifies its front-end in the source VM that
is currently experiencing the memory pressure. The front-end invokes the balloon driver
to deflate to acquire the necessary memory pages from the hypervisor, thus increasing the








































































































































Figure 9: Detailed step diagram for an end-to-end operation of CMM
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CHAPTER IV
MEASUREMENT OF BASELINE CMM
4.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental platform is a 2 GHz dual core AMD64 machine with 4 GB RAM. We
use Xen-4.1.0 as the hypervisor with pvops based Linux 2.6.32.26 kernel in Dom0 and 3.1-
rc7 Linux kernel inside the guest domains. All our experiments have been performed with
minimal interference from other processes inside the virtual machines. We do not create any
new processes or daemons in any of the virtual machines apart from the default ones. The
same machine configuration is used for other experiments/evaluations, unless mentioned
otherwise.
4.2 Operational Latency
First we measure the end-to-end operational latency of CMM for a needy VM to acquire
the required memory from peer VMs. Our primary goal in measuring the latency is to get
an the amount of time involved in an end-to-end operation of CMM for varied amounts of
memory and varied number of running VMs. In this experiment, we vary the amount of
needed memory and the number of active VMs as control parameters. We use two variants
of the experiment: (1) Equi distribution: In this variant, we assign equal amount of memory
to be reclaimed from each of the peer domains; (2) Skew distribution: In this variant, we
use as few peer VMs (which is 1 for our controlled experiments) as possible to reclaim the
necessary amount of memory. The results of our experiments are represented in Figure 10
and Figure 11. We vary the required memory amount from 100MB - 400MB for a fixed
number of 5 running guest VMs in Figure 10. We vary the number of VMs from 2 to 5 for
a fixed amount of 300 MB of memory in Figure 11.
As seen from Figure 10, for low memory amount, using skew distribution might have an
advantage, as this removes the overhead of more number of VMs having to release the pages.
But for higher amounts of initial memory request, the difference is negligible, because per
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Figure 10: End-to-end latency for CMM: There are no active processes in any of the
domains (VMs). Experiment varies the amount of memory for a fixed number of 5 VMs.
domain pressure to release memory pages is more in the skew distribution. Not only does it
take more time to release more memory pages for any particular domain, also this process
might have interference from the virtual machine scheduling (as we will be discussing in the
next section). With the memory amount remaining fixed, latency increases with increase
in the number of domains (in both equi and skew distribution). So it is hard to draw any
inference and argue in favor of one form of distribution against the other, as the optimum
distribution for any memory amount for a particular number of running virtual machines
could only be obtained by more case specific measurements. But as a general rule, it could
be concluded that if the number of running virtual machines is more than 3 and the amount
of memory requested is of the higher order (more than 300 MB), then it is more effective
to use a more equitable distribution rather than distributing the load among less number
of VMs.
4.3 Comparison with Self Ballooning
Next, we compare the latency of the CMM with memory balancing using the self ballooning
approach. In self ballooning approach, a daemon thread runs periodically inside each VM




























Figure 11: End-to-end latency for CMM: There are no active processes in any of the
domains (VMs). Experiment varies the number of VMs for a fixed amount of 300MB of
memory request .
memory pages from the hypervisor. One important tunable parameter associated with self-
ballooning is hysteresis. The basic idea is a VM may not necessarily release all its fallow
memory every time the balloon driver is activated. This is to safeguard against potential
increase in the working set size of the VM. A hysteresis parameter of k results in 1/k
amount of surplus memory being released by a VM during any ballooning period. Also,
in order to make a fair comparison with CMM, we implemented a mechanism inside the
hypervisor which controls the rate of release of memory pages to a requesting VM to limit
it to only the pages released by other donor domains (from the start of the experiment).
Figure 12 presents the results of our experiment for ballooning amounts of 400MB and
200MB, where we used a hysteresis parameter of 3 and the experimental setup uses the
skew distribution. We present the results for self ballooning periods of 250 msec and 500
msec, both of which are rather aggressive assumptions (ESX server uses periods of 1 sec
and the default set up in Xen hypervisor is 5 sec period). As can be seen from the results,
latency for CMM is significantly better than that of self-ballooning by up to 4 times even in
conservative settings. Equi distribution also gives comparable performance advantage. One
important point to note is that it is possible to devise a setup where self ballooning latency
is comparable to that of CMM by choosing aggressive periodicity of self-ballooning and
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hysteresis parameter setting; but such a setting would result in high ballooning overhead
for normal no memory pressure situation.
Figure 12: CMM compared with Self Ballooning
4.4 Comparison with Transcendent-Memory
4.4.1 Evaluation Criterion
Transcendent Memory (T-Mem) has some fundamental difference in its design purpose and
operation mechanism from that of CMM. CMM is based on the ballooning constructs and
provides a way to transfer memory pages from one domain to another in an on-demand and
coordinated manner. The transferred pages become a part of the VM and could be used by
the OS (running in the VM) in any manner it decides. Transcendent memory operates with
the principle of collecting memory from all the domains a priori and creating a centralized
pool. The domains get access to these pool(s) through page copy based mechanism. Due
to the inherent difference between the two mechanisms, we use the following evaluation
criterion.
In case of transcendent memory, the primary overhead is the page copy based mechanism
to get content from and put content into the pools. Our goal in analyzing transcendent
memory is to find out its suitability for being used as a mechanism to mitigate temporary
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memory pressure in a virtual machine. There could be two ways to deal with a low mem-
ory situation in a virtualized setup: get more memory from hypervisor (and other virtual
machines) or free up some memory pages so that they could be allocated to processes de-
manding more memory. The structure of the transcendent memory mechanisms lends itself
more suitable to be used in the latter manner.
One possible usage model is to plug-in the transcendent memory mechanism with the
page frame reclamation mechanism of the kernel. At times, when the available free memory
is low, and there is need for additional memory allocation (to some process), the page frame
reclamation algorithm gets activated and tries to free up some page frames. This happens
by writing the contents of the dirty page frames (of page cache) to disk files, of anonymous
pages to swap area or simply flushing the contents of the page frame in case of clean pages.
By plugging in the transcendent memory interfaces, we could save on the number of pages
being written out to disk (file or swap area) and this will reduce the latency involved. Also
by writing the contents of the flushed out clean pages to the memory pools we could save
on potential disk access in the future, in case there is a need to bring the pages back to
memory. For the purpose of making a fair comparison with our mechanism, we have focused
our evaluation of transcendent memory to this aspect of using it in conjunction with page
frame reclamation mechanism.
4.4.2 Performance Analysis
Based on the discussion in earlier section, we evaluate transcendent memory according to
the following aspects:
• We measure the overhead involved in using the page copy based interfaces. As all the
operation involving transcendent memory involves getting and putting pages into the
pools, having a sense of how much latency is involved in these operations is important.
• We evaluate the performance advantage that could be obtained by plugging in tran-
scendent memory exported interfaces with the page frame reclamation mechanism
of the Linux kernel. Fortunately transcendent memory implementation in Xen and
Linux kernel already provides support for clean-cache and front-swap which are easily
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integrated with the page frame reclamation setup.
Other plausible sources of overheads are the overheads associated with creation and
maintenance of the pools. Pool creation is a one time process and pool maintenance over-
heads are not relevant to our evaluation criterion. So we do not discuss about them in this
dissertation.
For getting an idea of the latency involved in the page copy based operations, we create
an ephemeral pool solely for the purpose of this experiment and use it to put contents
from the memory pages of a guest virtual machine. The amount of memory written into
the ephemeral pool is varied betwwen 100MB - 400MB. Figure 13 contains the results of
our experiment. To put this result in perspective, we also measure the latency involved in
getting similar amounts of memory (from the hypervisor) through the ballooning phase of
CMM. The latency involved in copying of page contents into transcendent memory pools
does not include the time taken in creating and populating the pool with page frames.
So for a fair comparison, the ballooning phase in this case is just about getting the pages
from the hypervisor, and thus gives us a clear picture about the extra amount of overhead
























Figure 13: Experimental results showing the overhead of page copy based interface in
T-Mem
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In order to study the interaction between transcendent memory and the page frame
reclamation mechanism of the Linux kernel, we conducted experiments in four different
scenarios. Two of them correspond to the situation, where the memory of the guest virtual
machine is filled with clean pages (by reading from two large files). In both these scenarios,
we try to activate the page frame reclamation (for 300MB worth of pages), one with tran-
scendent memory enabled and the other with transcendent memory mechanisms disabled.
A similar set of experiments is conducted in situation where the virtual machine memory is
mostly filled with anonymous pages (by creating a daemon process which does a big malloc,
accesses the memory and holds on to it). The reason for choosing these two types of pages
is that, the evicted clean pages go to clean-cache and the evicted anonymous pages could go
to front-swap, respectively. We conduct the experiments with only one guest VM running,
and the measurements are taken when most of the evicted pages are absorbed by transcen-
dent memory constructs (clean-cache or front-swap). The results of these experiments are
presented in Figure 14. As could be seen, in case of clean pages, use of transcendent memory
actually increases the time involved. This is because, the evicted pages are put into the
clean-cache, which does not happen in the normal case. In case of anonymous pages, there
is a significant latency reduction by using the front-swap mechanism (due to reduction in
swap activity). But if we compare this result to that of CMM, CMM could provide us with
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Figure 14: Experimental results showing the latency of page frame reclamation when op-
erated with T-Mem enabled.
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a preliminary evaluation of the coordinated memory manage-
ment mechanism and compared it with self-ballooning and transcendent memory mecha-
nisms for memory balancing in virtualized setups. Our working model and experimental
analysis showcases the efficacy of CMM and has established the necessity for its introduc-
tion, along side the existing core ballooning mechanism, into the Xen setup. Our analysis
shows that, latency involved in an end-to-end execution of CMM compares favorably with
that of transcendent memory. Although transcendent memory has been marketed as a im-
provement on the shortcomings of ballooning, our analysis shows that it does not necessarily
provide any significant performance/ usage advantage over ballooning. Rather, the unusual
page copy based interfaces do not make it very appealing for being used as a mechanism
for fast and dynamic memory management.
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CHAPTER V
IDENTIFYING AVENUES FOR LATENCY IMPROVEMENT IN
BASELINE CMM
Having established the relative merits of the CMM over other related mechanisms, we ex-
plore avenues for further improvements towards the end goal of reducing the operational
latency. In this chapter, we will present our results and subsequent analysis towards iden-
tifying scopes for improvement of latency of CMM. We will be primarily focusing on two
aspects:
• Interference from scheduling policies and activities (both in the Linux kernel and Xen
hypervisor) with the sequence of activities of CMM
• Analysis of the time spent in various phases of CMM
5.1 Analyzing Scheduler Interference
In this section, we will be discussing about how the default scheduling policy in the hyper-
visor and OS kernel interfere in the operation of CMM.
5.1.1 Kernel Scheduler Interference
CMM uses the work queue subsystem of the Linux kernel to create work-items. In its most
basic form, the work-queue subsystem is an interface for creating kernel threads to handle
work that are queued from various other subsystems in the Linux kernel. The kernel threads,
called worker threads carry out the necessary actions of the work-items when scheduled on
the processor. The work-queue subsystem is one of the three mechanisms available in the
Linux kernel for implementing bottom half handlers 1. The other two mechanisms, Softirq,
1The primary responsibility of bottom halves is to perform any interrupt-related work not performed by
the interrupt handlers. As interrupt handlers run with the current interrupt line disabled on all processors,
and it is very important to minimize the time spent with interrupts disabled, the expectation from interrupt
handlers is to be as fast as possible and do the minimum necessary amount of work and delegate the rest to
the bottom halves.
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and Tasklet, are primarily used in the context of handling interrupts, wherein the bottom
half handlers execute to completion without the need to block. As the work items related
to CMM may be rather long running and have possibility of going to sleep (on occasions
where some pages may need to be written to swap before releasing them to the hypervisor),
work-queues is the only relevant bottom half mechanism that could be used for this purpose.
Linux kernel, schedules these worker threads commingled with other processes and
threads. Thus the Linux scheduling policy plays a role in the latency of CMM (for e.g., if the
scheduler gives higher priority to other threads or processes over the work-items enqueued
by the CMM). Also, there is a need for appropriate coordination between the VM scheduler
in the hypervisor and the process scheduler inside each VM.
5.1.1.1 Evaluation
To quantify the extent of scheduler interference, we repeated the experiment to measure
CMM latency shown in Figure 10, by introducing a computationally intensive daemon
process in each of the VMs. Figure 15 shows the result of this experiment. Comparing
Figures 10 and 15, we see that the default kernel scheduling policy could significantly affect
the latency of CMM in the presence of other workloads in the donor VMs that are trying
to come to the rescue of the VM that is experiencing the memory pressure. For example,
Figure 10 shows an end-to-end latency of 500 ms for 400 MB while the latency jumps to
2500 ms in Figure 15 for the Equi distribution in the presence of workload.
Figure 15: End-to-end Latency of baseline CMM in the presence of workload. Each VM
runs a computationally intensive daemon process.
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This implies that the interference due to sub-optimal (in the context of CMM) kernel
scheduling policy is significant and there is a need for system level constructs to mitigate
this interference.
5.1.2 Hypervisor Scheduler Interference
In the preceding section, we considered the interference caused by the scheduler in the Linux
kernel. In addition to the kernel scheduler, the scheduler and scheduling policy of the Xen
hypervisor also interferes in the operation of CMM.
With the split-driver model of implementing CMM, there is communication between
the front-end and back-end portions of the driver in each VM, decision making to be done
by the master back-end, and communication between the front-end and the balloon driver
in each donor VM. The actual act of releasing of memory pages in the donor VMs and
acquiring them in the needy VM through the balloon driver mechanism are on top of these
communication and decision making. This inherently distributed nature of the mechanism
makes it vulnerable to interference from the hypervisor scheduler. Based on the various
inputs from the front-end drivers, the back-end decides on which virtual machines should
free-up memory pages. Not all the domains might be in a state to donate memory pages
back to the hypervisor and not all might be required to do so. Among the domains that are
selected, not all the domains will be scheduled immediately to run. Thus the end-to-end
latency in CMM is critically dependent on the scheduling of the VMs by the hypervisor.
We refer to this as hypervisor scheduler interference and explore a methodology to quantify
the same.
5.1.2.1 Measurement Framework
To quantify the extent of hypervisor scheduler interference in the operation of CMM, we
implemented a measurement framework. The measurement framework consists of two core
constructs: event logging posterior analysis. The event logging construct is responsible for
defining, capturing and recording events and creates a trace of the various events and their
associated time stamp. The posterior analysis construct uses the event logs and does a
detailed analysis to calculate the possible interference.
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Event logging: The event logging construct provides interface for creating a log of various
events and their associated time stamp. The log records are created and maintained in an
in-memory buffer created in the hypervisor memory. The buffer is pre-allocated and all the
initialization tasks are done prior to the operation. It is ascertained that the buffer is big
enough to hold the records for all the relevant events during the duration of the operation,
so as to prevent devoting any cpu-cycles towards buffer management related tasks during
the CMM operation and thus avoid adding any additional overhead. There are two types
of event logs:
• Events related to the operation: The various VMs taking part in the coordinated
operation access the event logging interface by making hypercalls at different stages
of their involvement in the operation. Each trace-point stores information about
the event, originator VM of the event, destination VM of the event (if any), etc. For
example, a typical trace-point could store information about Dom-0 sending an action
request (for releasing pages) to Dom-3 at time ‘t’. The time instance ‘t’ is added by
the hypervisor.
• Scheduling events: In addition to the above, for the duration of the operation of the
mechanism, we also collect a trace of all the scheduling events. A typical scheduler
trace-point stores information that looks like: “in CPU core 1, at time t, the executing
virtual machine was switched from Dom-3 to Dom-2”.
For both the type of event logs, we use the cpu cycle counter value as a representation of
the time instance, in order to deal with really short time durations, which are common for
scheduler events.
posterior analysis: The two types of event logs are collected and stored in (hypervisor)
memory in the order of their occurrence (during the execution of the mechanism) for future
analysis. Based on the above trace information we could calculate the number of CPU cycles
(in both the cores) allocated to a particular VM for various phases of their involvement in
the operation of the mechanism. We divide the cycles allocated to the various VMs into two
types: valid cycles and invalid cycles. If at some instant, a VM is not supposed to be doing
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anything meaningful with regards to the progress of the CMM operation (since all VMs
may not be involved in a given CMM operation), but is still allocated CPU cycles by the
hypervisor (by getting scheduled in a CPU core), those cycles are counted towards invalid
cycles for that VM. Otherwise the allocated cycles are counted towards valid cycles. All
the cycles allocated to all the VMs are added up, and we calculate the hypervisor scheduler
interference as the ratio of the total invalid cycles to that of the total cycles for one instance
of operation of the mechanism. In this calculation, all the CPU cycles allocated to the idle
domain are considered as invalid cycles.
5.1.2.2 Evaluation
We measured the interference due to hypervisor scheduler both with and without the pres-
ence of active workload (a computation intensive daemon process) in each of the VMs. The
results obtained are shown in Figure 16 (without any workload) and 17 (with work load).
There are two things that are evident from these figures
• Hypervisor scheduler interference is usually higher in cases of skewed distribution of
the total memory request amount, due to the fact that, virtual machines which are
not effectively contributing to the operation of CMM are also getting allocated CPU
cycles.
• The total scheduler interference in the presence of workload is higher than that of
the case where the VMs do not have any active workload in them. This is because,
the VMs which are not actively contributing towards the progress of the mechanism’s
operation, on getting scheduled, are running for longer periods of time.
But the raw figures do not reveal the complete picture. In a para-virtualized setup,
Dom-0 is the privileged domain which contains all the device drivers for interacting with
the physical devices. Also, there is the concept of Idle-Domain in Xen, which gets scheduled
either when no other VM has any work to do, or when Xen has to carry out some work in
the softirq context. The important observation is that, it is not possible to stop or reduce
the number of scheduling of the vcpus pertaining to these two internal activities of Xen,
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without adversely affecting the overall system operation. To put this in context, in the
figures, we have further classified the total interference into the categories of interference
from Idle-Dom, interference from Dom-0 and the rest. One key conclusion after this classifi-
cation is, in the absence of active workload in the system, much of the interference could be
attributed to the scheduling of Idle-Dom and Dom-0 and as such the potential for reducing
the hypervisor scheduler interference is not much. On the other hand, in the case where the
VMs have active workload, much of the scheduler interference could be attributed to the
improper scheduling of the Dom-Us. This result clearly shows a scope for significant reduc-
tion of interference in this case. As our coordinated memory management mechanism is not
meant to operate in vacuum, and will be operating in the presence of other applications,
it is imperative to construct mechanisms for countering and reducing the interference from
hypervisor scheduler and also enabling appropriate coordination between the VM scheduler
in the hypervisor and the process scheduler inside each VM.




















Figure 16: Hypervisor Scheduler Interference (no workload). Most of the interference
is attributable to internal activities of the Xen hypervisor that are critical to the overall
integrity of the system. There is not much opportunity to reduce CMM latency.
5.2 Component Time Analysis
The primary goal of our discussion in this section is to accurately enumerate the time spent
in various phases of operation of CMM and thereby identify avenues for improvement in
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Figure 17: Hypervisor Scheduler Interference (with workload). Most of the interference
comes from Xen scheduling VMs that are not in the critical path of CMM latency. This
shows a tremendous opportunity to reduce the CMM latency.
the design and implementation towards the end goal of reducing the operational latency.
5.2.1 Methodology
Our measurement methodology for this section is based on the previously described pro-
cedure for measuring scheduler interference. We use hypercalls to log the time and event
type of various events inside the hypervisor memory. These log records constitute a trace
of the entire operation. We later analyze the trace to find the time spent in various stages
of the complete operation.
The three types of primary role players in the operation of the mechanism are: (a)
starter domain: The VM which is experiencing memory pressure and starts the operation
of the mechanism by contacting the central coordinator. (b) controller domain: This is
Dom-0, inside which the central coordinating entity operates. (c) helper domains: Other
VMs which are running in the physical machine and actively participate in the mechanism.
The following table 1 provides a brief description of the various phases of execution in
these entities for which we measure the time and their notation in the measurement tables
in the next section:
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Init analysis Time spent in doing the initial analysis.
Populating the xenstore entries with rele-
vant data
Sup req send Time spent in sending the support request
to the controller domain.
Wait Time spent in waiting for the response
from the controller domain.
Sup resp rec Time spent in receiving the response from
the controller domain
Action Time spent in gathering the results from




Start analysis Time spent in doing initial analysis
Stat req send Time spent in sending status requests. In-
volves writing into xenstore entries for the
various VMs.
Stat resp wait Time spent in waiting for the status re-
sponses from the domains
Status analysis Time spent in analyzing the staus re-
sponses
Action request send Time spent in sending the action requests.




Action response wait Time spent in waiting for the action re-
sponses




Status request rec Time spent in receiving the status request
Stat req act Time spent in acting on the status request
Stat resp send Time spent in sending the status response
to the controller domain
Action request rec Time spent in receiving the action re-
quests
Action request act Time spent in acting on the action re-
quests
Action response send Time spent in sending the action re-
sponses
5.2.2 Results and Analysis
The results for our analysis are presented in the following figures. Figure 18 and 19 present
the results for sample end-to-end operations of CMM in the absence of active workload
in any of the VMs, for equi and skew distribution respectively. Figure 20 and 21 present
the results for sample end-to-end operations of CMM in the presence of compute intensive
workload in the VMs for equi and skew distribution respectively. The total amount of initial
memory request is 400MB in all these cases.
There are some key observations that could be inferred from the results presented in
the figures. We enlist them below:
• The time spent in activities where there is significant interaction with xenstore inter-
faces show a high degree of variance. It is especially true in situations where multiple
VMs are simultaneously trying to access the xenstore or simultaneously trying to write
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to xenstore. This is evident in the values for Stat req act in the various figures.
• The time spent in activities where there is involvement of writing into the xenstore
are usually higher than the activities where there is only need for read access to the
xenstore. This is evident in Figure 18 where the Stat analysis phase for the controller
domain takes significantly less time than for Act req send phase. Stat analysis in-
volves reading the entries from xenstore, where as Act req send involves writing into
xenstore for all the relevant domains.
• When operating in the presence of workload, the time involved in activities which
involve interacting with xenstore increase significantly. At some instances these are
comparable to that of activities which involve releasing of the pages. This is clearly
evident from the values for Act req rec and Act req act in Figure 20.
• Lastly, the time spent in coordination and communication is significant, and given the
low latency goal of our mechanism there is a need to revisit this aspect.
Given the involvement of so many role players at different layers of the software stack,
it is not straight forward to pinpoint the actual causes behind the above observations.
However, as all of our observations have xenstore and activities involving xenstore as a
common point, we have done further exploration into the overall xenstore architecture. On
further analysis, we found that xenstore is implemented as a database built on top of a file
which is mapped to the memory of the various VMs. Figure 22 presents an architectural
representation about how xenstore fits in the overall Xen based virtualized setup. So it is
essentially file backed and a daemon (xend) running in Dom-0 is in charge of maintaining
the consistency by writing to the backing file. That is one of the primary reasons for higher
latency of activities where multiple VMs are simultaneously trying to access xenstore. Apart
from having the disadvantage of dealing with a central daemon, appropriate scheduling of
Dom-0 and the xend daemon also become critical and this is one of the reasons for high
variance in latency of some of the activities as we noted previously. Also, xenstore exports
a transaction-oriented write interface, and this causes a fraction of write operations to be
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eventually repeated more than once, so as to deal with situations where the transaction is
unable to be completed in one go and has to be repeated more than once.
So based on our observations and analysis, it is clear that dependency on xenstore based
communication and coordination is not ideal keeping in mind the low latency goals of CMM.
These findings and the dependence on Dom-0 for xenstore operations motivates us to revisit
the baseline implementation of CMM.
5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we evaluated the extent of interference that the schedulers and scheduling
policies in the hypervisor and OS kernel can introduce in the operation of CMM mechanism
and the resulting effect on latency. We will be diving into the scheduler interference issue
in the next chapter and discuss methods used for mitigating scheduler interference. We
have also discussed about a detailed analysis of the amount of time taken in various phases
of operation of CMM. One key realization from our analysis is about the latency issues
cropping up due to the split driver design principle and reliance on xenstore interfaces for
communication and coordination. We will discuss design changes for dealing with this issue
in a later chapter 7.
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Figure 18: Results of the analysis of time spent in various phases of end-to-end operation
of CMM for equi distribution of requested memory and no active workload in the donor
VMs
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Figure 19: Results of the analysis of time spent in various phases of end-to-end operation
of CMM for skew distribution of requested memory and no active workload in the donor
VMs
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Figure 20: Results of the analysis of time spent in various phases of end-to-end operation
of CMM for equi distribution of requested memory and in the presence of active workload
in the donor VMs
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Figure 21: Results of the analysis of time spent in various phases of end-to-end operation
of CMM for skew distribution of requested memory and in the presence of active workload
in the donor VMs
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As is evident from the discussion in the previous chapter, the default scheduling policy
of the schedulers inside the Xen hypervisor and the Linux kernel are not optimal for the
distributed nature of operation of CMM. In this section we will be discussing about the op-
timization constructs that we have put into the hypervisor and kernel layers for minimizing
the interferences.
6.1 Hypervisor
Our discussion in this section is in the context of the existing credit scheduler framework [1,
7]. It is the most commonly used (also the default choice) scheduler in Xen hypervisor based
virtualized setups. However, the concepts are equally applicable to a different scheduler
framework also. We start by briefly describing the credit scheduler operating principles.
6.1.1 Credit Scheduler
Credit Scheduler provides a form of proportional share scheduling. In credit scheduler, every
physical core has one run-queue, which holds the runnable VCPUs (VCPUs having task to
run). An IDLE-VCPU for each physical core is also created at boot time. It is always
runnable and is put at the end of the run-queue. When the IDLE-VCPU is scheduled, the
physical core becomes idle. Credit scheduler operates based upon two parameters pertaining
to each VM/domain: weight and cap. Weight defines its proportional share, and cap defines
the upper limit of execution time. At the beginning of every accounting period, each domain
is allocated credit according to its weight, and the credit is distributed among its VCPUs
(each domain/VM have one or more VCPUs, which are the schedulable entities).
VCPUs are divided into three priority categories when on the RunQ: BOOST, UNDER,
and OVER. A VCPU is put into UNDER if it has not used up its allocated credit, and
OVER if it runs out of credit. To accommodate low latency, the scheduler has the BOOST
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priority, where blocked VCPUs waiting for an I/O event are boosted upon receiving an
event/interrupt. A task gets boosted for a very short time (less than 10 ms) after which
it reverts to UNDERr priority. This simple optimization of task boosting is good in the
delegation model for I/O-bound domains such as Dom0 which handles I/O for all domains,
wakes up a lot and finishes its work within a very short time. The scheduler picks VCPU
at the front of the run-queue, which is arranged in the order of VCPUs of priority BOOST,
UNDER and OVER (different regions of the same run-queue). Within each category, VC-
PUs are scheduled in a round robin fashion. Once a VCPU is scheduled, it receives the
time slice of 30 ms and runs consuming its credit (every 10 ms). This default time slice
has been decided by keeping in mind the trade off between real time responsiveness and
throughput. If the time slice of a running VCPU expires (or it is de-scheduled for some
other reason), it is put into the tail of a list of that contains VCPUs with the same priority
as the de-scheduled VCPU. If a running VCPU does not have any runnable task in spite of
time remaining in its time slice, it is blocked and leaves the run-queue. The credit scheduler
also performs load balancing between cores in an SMP environment. When a physical core
becomes idle or has no VCPU in boosted or under priority, it checks its peer CPUs’ queues
to see if there is a strictly higher priority task. If so, it steals the higher priority task.
6.1.2 Scheduler Optimization
At the hypervisor layer, the primary mode of scheduler interference is in terms of a VM not
getting scheduled when it is required to be doing some computation towards the progress
and completion of an operation of CMM. The causes for this are two pronged: (1) lack
of knowledge at the hypervisor layer about any ongoing operation of the mechanism and
the various stages of involvement of the virtual machines in this operation (2) Lack of any
optimization features inside the hypervisor scheduler that could be activated on-demand to
provide scheduling priority to virtual machines actively involved in CMM operation.
To address the first issue, we have introduced new hypercalls which could be used
by the VM kernels to inform the hypervisor about the ‘start’ and subsequent stages of
the operation of the coordinated memory management mechanism. The invoking of these
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hypercalls transfers the control into the hypervisor, which subsequently takes actions to
minimize the scheduler interference and latency involved in the operation. This is achieved
by temporary tweaking of the scheduling policy in order to give scheduling priority to the
virtual machines (VCPUs) that are actively working towards the progress of the operation.
To address the second issue, we have modified the credit scheduler. We have introduced
a new BALLOON priority to which VCPUs could be elevated when they are doing CMM
related activity. When the hypervisor receives the very first hypercall about the start of
an operation of the mechanism (from the VM that initiates the operation), the hypervisor
switches on the ballooning-mode of the scheduler. In this mode, when a VM starts any CMM
related activity (computing the status of its allocated memory, sending information to the
controller-domain/Dom-0, Dom-0 deciding about the distribution of the initial memory
request amount among the active VMs etc.), it informs the hypervisor about it by invoking
the hypercall and providing information about the activity by passing an integer-valued
parameter. On receiving the hypercall, the hypervisor elevates the priority of all the VCPUs
associated with the particular VM to BALLOON. Also, the VCPUs are removed from their
current position in the run-queue and are re-inserted at the front of the run-queue (after
other VCPUs of BALLOON priority, if present) so as to give them priority over other
VCPUs. When a VM doing CMM related computation finishes with the phase of activity,
it informs the hypervisor about that by invoking the hypercall and the hypervisor re-installs
the VCPUs belonging to the domain back with their original priority (most often UNDER).
A simple deviation from this optimization mechanism is applied for Dom-0 owing to its
special position in the para-virtualized architecture and split-driver model of device driver
implementation. Also, the use of xenstore and xenbus for the inter-domain communication
during the operation of CMM and the role of Dom-0 in the functioning of xenstore/ xenbus
necessitates the special consideration of Dom-0 in our optimization mechanism. Keeping
this in mind, Dom-0 and its VCPUs are kept in the BALLOON priority from the beginning
until the end of the operation of CMM.
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6.2 Kernel Scheduler
As mentioned earlier, inside the VMs, CMM related activities are performed with the help of
kernel threads in accordance with work-queue mechanism, by putting work-items into work-
queues. Kernel-threads are generic and serve multiple work-queue. In addition, work-items
scheduled in a work-queue may end up getting served by more than one kernel-threads. So,
in usual circumstances, it is not possible to decide a priori which kernel thread will end up
executing the computation associated with a particular work-item. This is also true in case
of CMM related work-items, as we have not used dedicated worker-queue and threads for
these work-items. In these circumstances, the primary form of interference by the kernel
scheduler in the mechanism’s operation is in terms of not granting appropriate run-time
priority to the kernel thread executing CMM generated work-items.
We illustrate our design idea by modifying the Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS) in
Linux kernel. The features of the CFS most relevant to this discussion are scheduling poli-
cies and scheduler classes. CFS is designed and implemented as an extensible hierarchy of
scheduler classes (/modules) and supports multiple scheduling policies (SCHED NORMAL,
SCHED BATCH, SCHED IDLE, SCHED FIFO, SCHED RR) with the help of fair and rt
modules. SCHED NORMAL is the policy that is used for regular tasks. It tracks the virtual
run time of the tasks and always runs the task having the smallest virtual run time. Achiev-
ing fairness being its primary goal, this scheduling policy is not appropriate for catering to
the needs of latency sensitive tasks. However, the policies SCHED FIFO and SCHED RR
provide alternatives for (soft) real-time latency sensitive tasks. SCHED FIFO implements a
simple first-in, first-out scheduling algorithm without time slices. A runnable SCHED FIFO
task is always scheduled over any SCHED NORMAL tasks. When a SCHED FIFO task be-
comes runnable, it continues to run until it blocks or explicitly yields the processor. Only a
higher priority SCHED FIFO or SCHED RR task can preempt a SCHED FIFO task. Two
or more SCHED FIFO tasks at the same priority run round robin, but only yielding the
processor when they explicitly choose to do so. SCHED RR is identical to SCHED FIFO
except that each process can run only until it exhausts a predetermined time-slice. Also on
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account of real-time tasks operating only with static priority (no dynamic priority calcu-
lation) ensures that a real time process at a given priority always preempts a process at a
lower priority.
Given the availability of the afore-mentioned scheduling policies, we use the the follow-
ing approach for minimizing the latency (and kernel scheduler interference) of the CMM
operation:
• Marking : We use a special CMM marker in the work-item data structure to distinguish
CMM work-items from others. We use separate macros to create CMM related work-
items,.
• Priority Boosting : When a kernel thread picks up a work-item with a CMM marker,
the scheduling policy for thread is boosted to SCHED FIFO and it is given the max-
imum possible priority.Its original priority, scheduling policy and nice value are also
recorded in a data structure for later use.
• Priority Re-instating : When a kernel thread finishes a CMM-marker work-item, its
original scheduling policy, priority, and nice values are re-instated to its pre-boost
stored values.
Since this priority boosting for CMM-related work-items is on-demand and short-lived we
believe that this does not affect other critical tasks in a given VM.
6.3 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the effect of applying the optimization constructs mentioned
in the earlier section on the latency of CMM and the interference caused by hypervisor
scheduling, and present the results of our experimental evaluation. In each case, we present
the result for the following options (1) When no optimization construct is used (2) Only
the optimization construct for Linux kernel scheduler is used (3) Only the optimization
construct for Xen hypervisor scheduler is used (4) Optimization constructs in both Xen and
Linux are used. We repeated the experiments with and without active workload in each of
the VMs. The other experimental conditions are same as mentioned in prior chapters.
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6.3.1 No Workload
Figure 23, Figure 24, present the results for the cases where equi-distribution is used to
distribute the total required memory amount among the set of active VMs. Figure 25,
Figure 26 show the results for skew distribution. As we already know from earlier discussion,
in the case of no active workload in the VMs, the opportunity for reducing the latency and
scheduler interference is minimal and this is reflected in our results.
Figure 23: Effect of scheduler optimization constructs on end-to-end operational latency of
CMM for equi distribution of requested memory, no active workload in the donor VMs
Although we see close to 10% latency improvement (with both optimization constructs
applied) in the equi-distribution case, our optimization constructs have no significant effect
for skew distribution. The primary reason behind this is, in the skew distribution (when no
active workload is present in the VMs apart from the mechanism related tasks), the VM
that is supposed to be doing CMM related computation is the only active VM (apart from
Dom-0). Hence, in the absence of any competition from any other VM (non Dom-0), it is
allocated optimum execution time-slots. A similar logic is applicable for the kernel thread
executing CMM generated work-items. In such a circumstance, neither the latency nor the
scheduler-interference has much scope for improvement.
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Figure 24: Effect of optimization constructs on scheduler interference for equi distribution
of requested memory, no active workload in the donor VMs
6.3.2 With Workload
When the experiments are repeated in the presence of computation heavy workload in each
of the VMs, we get to see the real effect of the optimization constructs. Figure 27 and
Figure 28 presents the latency data for equi-distribution. Figure 29 and Figure 30 present
the results for latency and scheduler interference in case of skew-distribution.
As is expected, with active workload, the effect of optimization is much more evident in
the case of skew-distribution. In the case of skew-distribution, when there is active workload
present in each of the VMs, the hypervisor does not possess any information regarding which
VMs are doing CMM related computation and which are not working towards progress of
the CMM operation. As such, all VMs are scheduled to maintain fairness and equity, which
although is desirable in a normal circumstance, is not optimal considering the low latency
needs of CMM. So, switching on the optimization constructs has significant benefits in this
case. As can be seen in Figure 29, with both optimization constructs activated, there is
close to 45% improvement in operational latency of the mechanism. A parallel trend is also
observed in the case of scheduler interference. In case of equi distribution, as expected,
the effects of scheduler optimization constructs is relatively less compared to that of skew
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Figure 25: Effect of scheduler optimization constructs on end-to-end operational latency of
CMM for skew distribution of requested memory, no active workload in the donor VMs
distribution.
One thing to note would be, in case of equi-distribution there are time periods when
all the active VMs are actively doing CMM related computation and as such, all the cor-
responding VCPUs are elevated to the BALLOON priority. In such a case, the purpose
of prioritizing is lost and a simple solution is to selectively switch off the optimization
constructs built into Xen hypervisor when using equi-distribution.
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we discussed about the optimization constructs we have built into the Xen
hypervisor and Linux kernel for mitigating the scheduler interferences. In real world usage,
CMM will be operated in the presence of active workload in each of the VMs and only
a subset of VMs will be considered for donating memory. In such cases, the necessity of
and the resulting benefits from both the optimization constructs is well established by the
results presented in this chapter.
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Figure 26: Effect of optimization constructs on scheduler interference for equi distribution
of requested memory, no active workload in the donor VMs
Figure 27: Effect of scheduler optimization constructs on end-to-end operational latency of
CMM for equi distribution of requested memory, with active workload in the donor VMs
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Figure 28: Effect of optimization constructs on scheduler interference for equi distribution
of requested memory, with active workload in the donor VMs
Figure 29: Effect of scheduler optimization constructs on end-to-end operational latency of
CMM for skew distribution of requested memory, with active workload in the donor VMs
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Figure 30: Effect of optimization constructs on scheduler interference for skew distribution
of requested memory, with active workload in the donor VMs
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CHAPTER VII
LATENCY OPTIMIZED IMPLEMENTATION OF CMM
As has been clear from the discussions in earlier chapters, it is our goal in this dissertation
to come up with a low latency memory management mechanism for virtualized environ-
ments, which could be used for dynamic balancing of the memory among the set of running
virtual machines. With this goal, we started by analyzing existing memory management
mechanisms and designed the coordinated memory management mechanism. A key feature
of CMM is the coordinated and collected approach at resolving the memory pressure being
experienced by any VM. Our analysis has shown that CMM compares favorably with ex-
isting mechanisms. In addition, our analysis also provided us with some pointers regarding
possible avenues to improve the operational latency. Due to the distributed nature of the
mechanism, it is prone to interference from scheduler. We have implemented and analyzed
constructs for mitigating interference from schedulers in Xen hypervisor and Linux ker-
nel. But there are other aspects of CMM’s operation that need to be optimized in order
to further minimize the operational latency and ensure that it remains bounded in varied
operating scenarios.
One such aspect is the choice of the split driver principle and choice of Dom-0 for
placing the central coordination functionality. Another aspect is the choice of using xenstore
and xenbus mechanisms for communication and coordination across the different VMs.
In this setup, xenstore, xenbus and event-channel mechanisms are used by the VMs for
communication and data transfer and the back-end driver in Dom-0 is responsible for the
coordinating and decision making aspects of the mechanism’s operation. Our primary
reasoning behind this design decision was to keep in sync with implementation of other
drivers in para-virtualized setups, and a conscious choice to not explicitly increase the
hypervisor code base. This system architecture has an inherent dependency on the xenstore
and xenbus operations and the latency of the operation is affected by the latency of xenstore
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and xenbus operations. Although xenstore is implemented as a database built on top of
memory mapped files and a daemon running in Dom-0, our previous analysis shows that the
latency involved in xenstore operations is a significant component of the total operational
latency of the coordinated memory management mechanism built with this design principle.
Also, owing to the critical role of the Dom-0 in xenstore and xenbus operations, it has to be
accorded a special consideration in the hypervisor scheduler optimization feature, which is
not desirable considering the goal of minimizing the scheduler interference and operational
latency.
The aforementioned issues with the split-driver design motivate us to change the im-
plementation of CMM to one in which Xen hypervisor plays a more active role in the
operation, the primary hypothesis behind this decision being, by avoiding the xenbus and
xenstore operations, we can achieve better operational latency of CMM. In the new archi-
tecture, hypervisor is responsible for the coordination and decision making aspects of CMM
and assumes the role of Dom-0 in the earlier implementation. Instead of xenstore, xenbus
and event channel operations, VMs communicate with the hypervisor by making hypercalls
and the hypervisor uses up-calls to transmit control messages and data to the VMs.
7.1 Design
Keeping in sync with our designated principles of on-demand, coordinated and low-latency,
our new design for CMM closely follows the earlier design. Figure 31 presents the key
components of the new architecture. In this new architecture, the central coordination
module is inside the hypervisor and being inside the hypervisor allows it to be well integrated
with the memory management unit and the scheduling unit of the hypervisor. Interaction
with the memory management unit allows it to keep track of the memory allocation to the
various VMs, and in addition, opens up possibilities for further sophistication of CMM.
Because of the focus on the latency aspect of the mechanism in this dissertation, we have
not considered exploring the transparent paging of the memory pages of the VMs to the
disk in times of really severe memory pressure. However, the current architecture provides a
clean interface for integrating with this functionality. Central coordination module interacts
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with the scheduling unit for providing higher priority to the tasks and VMs working towards
the progress of the CMM operation. One aspect that is different in the new design from
that of the earlier design is, instead of a back-end for each VM, there is one single central
coordination module.
The front-ends for the mechanism are located inside the kernel space of the VMs, as was
the case in the earlier design. They in turn are integrated with the memory management
unit and the ballooning unit of the kernel. Interaction with the memory management unit
is for gathering statistics about the amount of memory allocated to the VMs, usage status,
working set estimation etc. and the ballooning unit does the memory page release and
reclamation functions. Also, they interact with the scheduling framework of the kernel
to provide higher scheduling priority to the threads and work-queues actively involved in
the operation of CMM. The communication and coordination between the front-end and
the central coordination module happens by the help of hyper-calls and up-calls and the
necessary data transfer is by the help of a shared memory page between the hypervisor and
each of the VMs. We will discuss these in detail in the next section.
It is important to note that, in a parallel design approach which is more similar to the
earlier approach, we could have used a shared page based data transfer and coordination
mechanism between the Dom-Us and Dom-0 to alleviate the latency effects of xenbus and
xenstore operations. But, in order to reduce the complications of giving Dom-0 special
priority in the scheduler optimization constructs and to make Dom-0 an equal partner in
the mechanism as other domains, we have followed this design approach of transferring the
location of the central coordination module to inside the hypervisor.
7.2 Implementation details
In this section we will be discussing briefly about some of the key implementation and
operation aspects of this revised design and how it differs from the earlier design.
7.2.1 Coordination constructs
There are three primary coordination, communication and data transfer related features
that are different from the earlier design. A brief description about them is as follows:
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Figure 31: Architecture diagram for optimized hypervisor based implementation of CMM.
Central coordination module is in the hypervisor; shared memory page, upcalls and hyper-
calls are used for coordination
• Shared memory page for data transfer: When a VM’s memory image is created during
the boot time, a separate memory page is allocated for the data transfer purposes of
CMM. The primary purpose of the shared page is to host the necessary data structure
for information exchange. The data structure is appropriately initialized in this shared
page during boot time and has entries for both the front-end of mechanism and the
central coordination module. The entries are similar to the entries in the xenstore
directory for the VMs in the earlier split-driver design. Central coordination module
writes to the entries it is responsible for and those entries are read by the front-ends.
The reverse happens for the entries for which the front-ends are responsible. In its
basic form, this functionality is similar to the start-info and shared-info pages for each
of the VMs running in the Xen based virtualized setup. The start-info page contains
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basic information required by the VM to initialize the kernel and shared-info page is
for data that is updated while the VM runs.
• Xen upcall: This is the mechanism that allows the central coordination module to
send notifications related to the operation of CMM to the front-ends inside the kernel
of the VMs. It is built on top of the virtual interrupt mechanism available in the
Xen based virtualization setup. The virtual interrupt mechanism itself is within the
purview of the events mechanism in the Xen setup for delivering notifications from the
hypervisor to VMs or from one VM to another. Conceptually, the events mechanism
is similar to that of UNIX signals, where each event delivers information about an
occurrence of some event. Events in the Xen setup could be one of three types: physical
IRQ, virtual IRQ, inter-domain events. Physical IRQs are the mapping of real IRQs
to the events mechanism. Virtual IRQs are similar to physical IRQs but are meant
for virtual devices. Inter-domain events are used for sending notifications from one
VM to another. The event channel mechanism used in the earlier design for sending
notification from the Dom-U front-ends to Dom-0 back-end is one manifestation of
the inter-domain event construct. The upcall mechanism used in the new design is
based on the virtual IRQ construct. Each virtual CPU (VCPU) has flags relating to
virtual interrupts. The evtchn upcall pending and evtchn pending sel flags are used
to denote that events or interrupts are pending. There is another evtchn pending
field, which is a eight machine words long bit-field and which indicates the channels
which have events waiting. Bits in this field are set by the hypervisor and cleared
by the guest. For our purpose, we have used an unused bit position in this field for
delivering the upcalls related to CMM. We also install appropriate handlers for this
event/interrupt in the VMs so that they can appropriately respond to the upcalls
from the hypervisor.
• Xen hypercall: Hypercalls are quite common in the Xen setup and are used in the
earlier design as well for generating the trace of events and for integration between the
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scheduler optimization constructs inside the VMs and the scheduler optimization con-
struct in the hypervisor. Hypercalls are analogous to system calls of non-virtualized
setups, but are instead used by the kernels of the VMs to trap into the hypervisor
and get a particular privileged task done. The implementation approach for the hy-
percalls in Xen is a bit different from the usual implementation of system calls. In
recent implementations of Xen, for para-virtualized setups, hypercalls are issued by
the VM kernels by calling a function in a shared memory page mapped by the hy-
pervisor. For our purposes, we added additional hypercalls for sending CMM related
control signals from the VMs to the hypervisor. They act as replacement for the xen-
bus and event-channel based inter-domain notifications in the earlier design. Some of
these hypercalls are also responsible for additional functions of helping the creation
of the event-trace and integrating with the scheduler optimization constructs inside
the hypervisor.
7.2.2 Operation
The operating steps of the new design very closely resemble that of the earlier design. After
the initialization phase, the drivers communicate by updating the necessary values in the
data structure hosted in the shared page, so that the other end can get them. As all the
necessary setups are done during the boot-up time, writing to these shared pages is as
straight forward as getting a pointer to data structure and updating the values. As before,
the entries in the data structure are of two types: data entries and command entries. Data
entries are meant for data exchange like the current memory, current working set size etc..
The command entries are primarily boolean entries whose main function is to convey to the
other end to start some activity like ‘status-response’, ‘start-action’ etc. The notification
(about new entries being made, change etc.) to the other end is sent by using the hypercalls
and upcalls described in the previous section.
Figure 32 is a depiction of the various steps involved in the operation of optimized CMM.
As before, the front-end is responsible for beginning the sequence of activities of CMM. On
receiving information about need of memory from a front-end, the central coordination
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module starts the decision making process. The first step is to collect information about
the memory state of other VMs running in the machine. This is accomplished by turning
on the entry for ‘status-report’ in the shared page data structure for the various VMs
and sending an upcall to the corresponding front-ends. The front-ends, on getting the
upcall, read the entries from the shared page and get to know that they have been asked to
report the status.They collect the necessary information (current memory, working set size
estimation etc) and write them back to the entries in the shared page. After this they turn
on the entry for ‘status-response’ in the shared page and inform the central coordination
module by the help of a hypercall. As before, the front-ends gather similar information as
is exported to /proc/meminfo.
The central coordination module waits until it receives response from all the relevant
front-ends, and then reads the necessary entries from the shared page data structures, and
populates its internal data structure for further analysis. After analyzing the responses, the
central coordination module makes decision about which VMs should be asked to free up
memory pages without adversely affecting their ability to cater to their own work loads. It
may use policy configurations like the relative importance and criticality of the VMs etc.
in making this decision. It then starts the action phase by communicating to the various
front-ends about how much memory they should try to free up. This is achieved by writing
the necessary information to the corresponding shared page data structure, turning the
‘start-action’ entry on and sending upcalls to the front-ends.
As the front-ends receive the upcall and find the ‘start-action’ entry turned on, they read
the data about what is expected of them and start acting on it. Mostly, it is a command
from the back-end to release memory pages to the hypervisor (balloon-inflation). So the
front-end driver works with the balloon driver to release the target number of pages back to
the hypervisor. After the page release operation is over, the front-end writes the result of
the operation into the shared page and notifies the central module by making a hypercall.
After getting responses from all the front-ends, the central coordination module up-
dates its internal data structures to reflect the result of the various front-end operations,
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and accordingly notifies the front-end which started the operation on behalf of the VM ex-
periencing memory pressure. This front-end then invokes the kernel balloon driver to start
the final operation of getting memory pages from the hypervisor (balloon-deflation).
7.3 Evaluation
To make a fair comparison with the results presented in earlier chapters for the split-driver
design of CMM, all the evaluation in this section has been done in the same 2 GHz dual
core AMD64 machine with 4 GB RAM, as for earlier experiments. We use Xen-4.1.0 as the
hypervisor with pvops based linux 2.6.32.26 kernel in Dom0 and 3.1-rc7 Linux kernel inside
the guest domains. All our experiments have been performed with minimal interference
from other processes inside the virtual machines. We do not create any new processes or
daemons in any of the virtual machines apart from the default ones. Also for the sake of
fair comparison, we do not explicitly involve Dom-0 in any of the memory page release or
reclamation activity.
7.3.1 Latency
In this section, we present the results of our experiments for measuring the latency of an
end-to-end operation of the optimized CMM implemented according to the new hypervisor
based design.
As in the earlier cases, to get an idea about the effect of distribution of total memory
among the running domains, we use two types of distribution. In one, we distribute the
requested memory amount evenly among the virtual machines (named as equi-distribution).
In the other case, we try to use as less number of domains as possible to get the required
number of free pages (named skew-distribution). We vary the required memory amount
from 100MB - 400MB for a fixed number of 5 running guest VMs. The results of our
experiments are represented in Figure 33 and Figure 34. Figure 33 presents the results when
the experiments are run without any additional workload in any of the VMs. Figure 34
presents the results when the same experiments are run with a compute intensive workload
in each of the VMs.
The following are the primary takeaways from these results:
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• Lower latency compared to the earlier split driver based implementation: This infer-
ence is obvious by comparing the results of Figure 33 and Figure 34 to that of the
results in Figure 10 and Figure 15. When the mechanism is operated in the absence of
any workload, there is 30-35% latency improvement over the earlier design for higher
memory balancing amount and close to 50% latency improvement for lower memory
balancing amounts. This trend is observed for both equi and skew distribution cases.
In the split-driver design, for lower memory amounts, the time spent for communi-
cation and coordination using the xenstore and xenbus interfaces is a higher fraction
of the total end-to-end operation time. This is no longer the case in the new design
which uses fast upcalls and hypercalls for coordination purposes. So in the new de-
sign, in the absence of any workload, the latency reduction is relatively higher for
lower memory amounts. A similar trend is observed for the results in the presence
of workload. Also, the latency reduction in the case of equi distribution is higher
(close to 50%) in the presence of workload. This is because equi distribution involves
more coordination and communication and reducing the coordination cost has a more
pronounced effect.
• Equi distribution almost always performs better than Skew distribution: The primary
reason behind this observation is again because of the lower cost of communication and
coordination. With the communication costs minimal, equi has advantage over skew
distribution because of the possibility of parallel release of memory pages by various
VMs and also due to the general fact that releasing lower amounts of memory pages
(which is the case in equi distribution) is much less time consuming than releasing
higher amounts of memory pages.
7.3.2 Time analysis of the components
Building on the results from the earlier section, we are focusing on identifying the core
reasons behind the observed latency improvements for the optimized CMM. For this reason,
we present a similar time analysis of the various phases of the end-to-end operation of the
CMM based on the new design.
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As before, our measurement methodology for this section is based on the previously
described procedure for measuring scheduler interference. We use hypercalls to log the time
and event type of various events inside the hypervisor memory. These log records constitute
a trace of the entire operation. We later analyze the trace to find the time spent in various
stages of the complete operation.
The three types of primary role players in the operation of the mechanism are: (a) starter
domain: The VM which is experiencing memory pressure and starts the operation of the
mechanism by contacting the central coordinator. (b) hypervisor: The central coordination
module operates inside the hypervisor. (c) helper domains: Other VMs which are running
in the physical machine and actively participate in the mechanism.
The following table 1 provides a brief description of the various phases of execution in
these entities for which we measure the time and their notation in the measurement tables
in the next section:





Sup req send Time spent in sending the support request
to the controller domain. Also includes
the time spent in populating the entries
in the shared memory page
Wait Time spent in waiting for the response
from the central coordination module
Sup resp rec Time spent in receiving the response from
the central coordination module
Action Time spent in gathering the results from
the shared memory page and getting the
memory from the hypervisor
Hypervisor
Start analysis Time spent in doing initial analysis
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Table 2 Continued:
Stat req send Time spent in sending status requests.
Involves writing into the entries in the
shared pages for the various VMs.
Stat resp wait Time spent in waiting for the status re-
sponses from the VMs
Status analysis Time spent in analyzing the status re-
sponses and gathering the result from the
various shared pages
Action request send Time spent in sending the action requests.
Involves writing into the corresponding
entries for the various VMs selected for
memory page donation.
Action response wait Time spent in waiting for the action re-
sponses




Status request rec Time spent in receiving the status request
Stat req act Time spent in acting on the status request
Wait Time spent in waiting for the response
from the central coordination module
Action request rec Time spent in receiving the action re-
quests
Action request act Time spent in acting on the action re-
quests
It is noteworthy to mention that, because of the manner in which the traces are collected
for the time analysis of the components of the optimized CMM, we are not being able to
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measure the time for sending of status response and action response by the various front-
ends, as we measured it for the previous design. The same hypercall that is used to notify
the sending of the response is also used for notifying the event on the event trace. However,
as is clear from other related values, this time is not significant because of the fast hypercalls.
The results for our analysis are presented in the following figures. Figure 35 and 36
present the results for sample end-to-end operations of CMM where there is no active
workload in any of the VMs, for equi and skew distribution respectively. Figure 37 and 38
present the results for sample end-to-end operations of CMM in the presence of compute
intensive workload in the VMs for equi and skew distributions respectively. The total
amount of initial memory request is 400MB in all these cases.
The primary conclusions from the results in these figures and comparing them to the
corresponding values in the Figures 18, 19, 20, 21 are as follows:
• Latency overhead due to communication and coordination is significantly less. This
is clear from the values for Stat req send for the hypervisor in the new design and the
controller domain in the old design, especially if we look at the values for no workload
situations. It is negligible(0) in the new design and is not so in the case of earlier
split-driver implementation.
• The latency involved in the release and reclamation of memory pages are almost
similar in the various situations. This can be observed from the values for Act req act
for the helper domains and Action for the starter domain, in the various cases. So
evidently, most of the latency improvements is due to the change in the coordination
constructs. This result is not surprising, given that coordination and communication
constructs are the only change from the previous design.
• Operation in the presence of workload showcases interference from schedulers: This
is evident more clearly by comparing the values for the Act req act and Action for
the helper domains and the starter domain, respectively. These are higher in the
case where the mechanism operates in the presence of workload, and thus showcasing
the interference from the schedulers inside the VM kernel. Also other latencies like
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Stat req rec, Stat req act, Act req rec for the helper domains, which are negligible
(0) in the absence of workload, are no longer so in the presence of workload. This is
primarily due to the interference from the hypervisor scheduler. As all the VMs have
active workload, at times they are running for their full allocated time slot, before
another VM which has some pending CMM related computation is scheduled. We
have not done accurate analysis of the extent of scheduler interference for the new
design, as we already have the interference mitigation constructs available and we
provide the results for their effects in the next section.
7.3.3 Effect of scheduler optimization constructs
Although we have not done detailed analysis of the extent of scheduler interference for the
latency optimized implementation of CMM, it is evident that there is interference from the
schedulers. So in this section, we evaluate the effect of applying the optimization constructs
(mentioned in the earlier chapter) on the latency of the coordinated memory management
mechanism operation. The optimization constructs are the same as before and operate
inside the kernel of the VMs and the hypervisor. As before, the primary responsibilities of
the optimization constructs are identifying the entity involved in doing active contribution
towards the progress of CMM operation and provide a prioritized cpu access to that entity.
At the hypervisor layer, the entity is the vcpu of the VM and at the kernel layer, the entity
is the kernel thread executing a CMM related work item. Inside the VM, the identification
of the work items pertaining to CMM happens by specifically marking them at the time
of creation. The corresponding identification for the VMs and vcpus happens by explicit
hypercalls to the hypervisor.
We present the results of our experimental evaluation in the following figures. As before,
in each case, we present the result for the following options (1) When no optimization
construct is used (2) Only the optimization construct for Linux kernel scheduler is used
(3) Only the optimization construct for Xen hypervisor scheduler is used (4) Optimization
constructs in both Xen and Linux are used. We repeated the experiments with and without
active workload in each of the VMs. The other experimental conditions are same as that
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mentioned in prior sections.
Figure 39 and Figure 40 present the results for the effects of scheduler optimization
constructs in the absence of any active workload in any of the VMs for equi and skew
distribution of the requested memory amount respectively. Figure 41 and Figure 42 present
the results for the operations in the presence of computation intensive workload in each of
the VMs.
The primary observations from the results are as follows:
• As before the effect of optimization constructs is minimal in the case where the oper-
ation of the mechanism is activated in the absence of any significant workload in any
of the VMs. The cause remains the same: in the absence of any active workload in
any of the VMs, only the VMs that have to do something related to the operation of
the mechanism are scheduled and as such the potential for any latency improvement
is minimal.
• But when CMM is operated in the presence of active workload, there is significant
benefit in terms of latency reduction by switching on the scheduler optimization con-
structs. The relative magnitude of latency reduction by activating both the scheduler
optimization constructs is definitely higher than those in the case of earlier split-
driver design. This is evident by comparing the results in Figure 41 with Figure 27
and results in Figure 42 with Figure 29. With the new design, the overall latency
reduction is higher than 60% in equi distribution case and around 80% in the case of
skew distribution. The higher magnitude of latency reduction for skew distribution is
expected, because skew distribution inherently involves selected number of VMs in the
later stage of the operation and giving higher priority to those VMs results in greater
benefit. The core reason for the overall higher latency reduction by the scheduler
optimization constructs in the new design is because of removal of the dependency on
Dom-0 and xenstore related operations.
• An extension of the last observation is that, with the new design, and with both
the optimization constructs enabled, the latency of CMM operation in the presence
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of workload is just marginally higher than the operational latency of CMM in the
absence of any workload. This fact re-affirms the effectiveness of the optimization
constructs in minimizing the interference from the schedulers.
To summarize our efforts towards creating a low latency dynamic memory management
mechanism (CMM) and bounding its operational latency, we present a comparative picture
of the latency of baseline CMM without any scheduler optimization features enabled and the
latency of optimized CMM with the scheduler optimization features enabled in Figure 43 and
44. Figure 43 and 44 show the results of repeating the same set of experiments as reported in
Figures 10 and 15, respectively but for the optimized CMM with the scheduler optimization
features enabled. We present results only for 400 MB and 200 MB memory request amounts
and for the equi distribution. We get similar results for the skew distribution.
For the no workload case (Figure 43), the optimized CMM performs better than the
baseline implementation by 30% for the 400 MB memory request; and 50% for the 200
MB memory request. Similarly, for the experiments with workloads in the donor VMs
(Figure 44), the optimized CMM performs better than the native implementation by 80%
for the 400 MB memory request; and 84% for the 200 MB memory request. In Figure 12,
we have already shown that even the baseline implementation offers better latency (by as
much as by a factor of 4)compared to self-ballooning for the chosen aggressive parameter
settings. The optimized CMM (Figure 43) does anywhere between 6 to 8 times better than
self-ballooning for the memory request sizes we experimented with.
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the details for the latency optimized design and implementa-
tion of CMM where the central coordination module is inside the Xen hypervisor (instead of
Dom-0 as was the case earlier) and the communication happens through upcalls and hyper-
calls instead of writing to xenstore. We also presented experimental results validating the
advantages (in terms of lower latency) of this revised design. In addition to the advantage
of lower operational latency, the new design also reaps higher benefits from the scheduler
optimization constructs as a result of its more straightforward design and elimination of
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unnecessary dependence on xenstore and Dom-0.
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Figure 32: Operational Steps for the optimized hypervisor based implementation of CMM
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Figure 33: End-to-end latency for optimized hypervisor implementation of CMM: There
are no active processes in any of the domains (VMs). Experiment varies the amount of
memory for a fixed number of 5 VMs.
Figure 34: End-to-end latency for optimized hypervisor implementation of CMM in the
presence of workload: There is active compute intensive process in the domains (VMs).
Experiment varies the amount of memory for a fixed number of 5 VMs.
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Figure 35: Results of the analysis of time spent in various phases of end-to-end operation
of optimized CMM for equi distribution of requested memory and no active workload in the
donor VMs
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Figure 36: Results of the analysis of time spent in various phases of end-to-end operation
of optimized CMM for skew distribution of requested memory and no active workload in
the donor VMs
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Figure 37: Results of the analysis of time spent in various phases of end-to-end operation
of optimized CMM for equi distribution of requested memory and in the presence of active
workload in the donor VMs
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Figure 38: Results of the analysis of time spent in various phases of end-to-end operation
of optimized CMM for skew distribution of requested memory and in the presence of active
workload in the donor VMs
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Figure 39: Effect of scheduler optimization constructs on end-to-end operational latency of
optimized CMM for equi distribution of requested memory, no active workload in the donor
VMs
Figure 40: Effect of scheduler optimization constructs on end-to-end operational latency
of optimized CMM for skew distribution of requested memory, no active workload in the
donor VMs
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Figure 41: Effect of scheduler optimization constructs on end-to-end operational latency
of optimized-CMM for equi distribution of requested memory, with active workload in the
donor VMs
Figure 42: Effect of scheduler optimization constructs on end-to-end operational latency of
CMM for skew distribution of requested memory, with active workload in the donor VMs
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Figure 43: Latency comparison of Optimized CMM vis a vis split-driver, equi, no workload
Figure 44: Latency comparison of Optimized CMM vis a vis split-driver, equi, with a
compute-intensive daemon process in each donor VM
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CHAPTER VIII
COMPARISON WITH INTRA-VM MEMORY MANAGEMENT
MECHANISMS
Our thesis statement is, it is possible to devise an inter-VM memory management mech-
anism with a latency within a few factors of the latency involved in intra-VM memory
management constructs. With the goal of validating the thesis statement, we are focusing
on presenting a comparative analysis of the latency aspects of the intra-vm and inter-vm
memory management mechanisms, as the final contribution of this dissertation. We eval-
uate the user mode memory management mechanisms in various operating scenarios and
provide a comparative analysis with CMM that we have discussed over the course of this
dissertation.
8.1 Introduction
It is our goal through this dissertation to create a low latency memory management mech-
anism for virtualized setups. Our primary focus is memory balancing across a set of active
VMs and all the discussions up until this point has been for inter-VM memory management
and balancing. But, in any system, the end users do not directly interact with the lower
layers of the system software stack like the kernel of the operating system or the hypervisor.
End users interact with applications and applications use various interfaces like APIs and
system calls to interact with other components and layers of the software stack. In the
Linux world, ‘malloc’ and other related routines are the primary memory management re-
lated interfaces available to the applications. With our focus being on memory management,
from the end user perspective, the key factor is the latency of these memory management
related interfaces exposed to the upper layer applications, and the lower layer mechanisms
just act as an extension to the the upper layer memory management mechanisms. In this
chapter, we provide an analysis of the latency associated with this class of memory manage-
ment mechanisms, and discuss about how the coordinated memory management mechanism
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presented in the earlier chapters of this dissertation compares with them with respect to
latency.
8.1.1 Why malloc analysis?
When we consider intra-VM memory management mechanisms, it can be either of the
following:
• malloc and related interfaces like calloc.
• memory management interfaces available inside the kernel like kmalloc, vmalloc
• page allocation routines available inside the kernel like the variants of alloc pages and
get free pages.
‘Malloc’, ‘calloc’ are interfaces available to applications for allocating virtual memory.
The memory allocated by malloc is not initialized and calloc does a zero initialized alloca-
tion. The allocation happens from the heap of the virtual address space and at the time of
allocation all the virtual memory may not be backed with physical pages. Internally these
may be using a system call like sbrk(), which just increases or decreases the virtual address
space of a process by a specified number of bytes. But sbrk is not a full fledged memory
manager and routines like malloc operate in a more sophisticated manner by remembering
previous allocation chunks and optimizing certain aspects of the operation of backing up
the virtual allocation with physical pages.
kmalloc is the kernel version of the malloc and is an interface for getting kernel memory
in byte-sized chunks. It returns a region of memory, that is at least the requested size
bytes in length and the region of memory allocated is physically contiguous. vmalloc works
in a similar way to kmalloc, but it allocates memory that is only virtually contiguous
and not necessarily physically contiguous. The primary difference between kmalloc and
vmalloc is: kmalloc guarantees that the pages are physically (and virtually) contiguous,
whereas vmalloc only ensures that the pages are contiguous within the virtual address space.
vmalloc allocates potentially noncontiguous chunks of physical memory and appropriately
modifies the pages table to map the memory into a contiguous chunk of the logical address
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space. In that sense, the functionality of vmalloc is similar to malloc. But, despite the fact
that physically contiguous memory is required only in certain cases, most kernel code uses
kmalloc instead of vmalloc (because of performance reasons) and the usage of vmalloc is
only confined to situations where very large amount of memory is needed.
The routines alloc pages, get free pages and some of their variants are at the root of
most memory allocation and management mechanisms and provide interfaces for allocating
memory pages. Other kernel memory routines directly or indirectly end up calling these
page allocation routines.
But, as explained earlier, malloc and its variants are direct interfaces for user mode
applications and therefore analyzing the latency involved in their usage is more meaningful
from the end-user perspective. In that sense, it is more important to analyze the latency
behavior of malloc than those of their in-kernel variants like kmalloc. The other memory
allocation and management routines (like page allocation) may be involved in a malloc oper-
ation and the subsequent usage of the allocated memory. Lastly, the coordinated inter-VM
memory management mechanism (CMM) described over the course of previous chapters in
this dissertation internally uses page allocation routines (through the ballooning construct)
and we provide latency involved in such operations as part of our time analysis of the var-
ious phases of operation of CMM. So due to these reasons, we focus on analyzing latency
involved in usage of malloc and related routine calloc in this chapter.
8.2 Evaluation
8.2.1 Experimental scenarios
In this section, we briefly describe the various scenarios for which we present the results in
the next sub-section. Given that malloc only does virtual memory allocation without any
guarantee of backing the allocation by physical pages, for the malloc operations, we follow by
trying to write a byte into each of the pages of the allocated memory. This ensures that the
allocation is backed up by physical pages. This is denoted by ‘malloc-write’ in the figures.
Also malloc optimizes its operating latency over a number of allocations by remembering
the previous allocations. So an initial invocation of malloc (and the subsequent writes) is
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invariably of higher latency than the subsequent malloc invocations. To atone for this fact,
we only present the measured latency for the malloc and write operations after repeating
the similar cycle twice before. This should take care of any warm-up overhead for the
malloc. After that, we do a calloc operation for the specified amount of memory and try to
read a byte from each of the page of the allocated memory. This is denoted by ‘calloc-read’
in the subsequent figures. This result is to show us the latency for reads as opposed to
writes. Next, we showcase the result for the situation when malloc is invoked after file read
operations have happened. This is designed to account for the situations when the physical
memory is filled with clean pages, and for backing up the virtual allocation, some form
of page frame reclamation operation has to happen in the background. In this case, the
reclamation does not have to do a lot of write into disk or swap, as the memory is filled
with clean pages. The results for this experiment are denoted by ‘malloc-write-fread’. We
repeat a similar experiment after doing file write operations to fill up the physical memory
with dirty pages, so that page frame reclamation has to deal with disk or swap writes. The
results for this experiment are denoted by ‘malloc-write-fwrite’.
8.2.2 Experimental Setup
For measuring the results of the aforementioned scenarios, we conduct two sets of experi-
ments. In the first set of experiments, there is just a Dom-0 running in the physical machine,
without any Dom-U. As before, the Dom-0 has a 2.6.36 pvops Linux kernel and is allocated
1 GB memory. The machine configuration remains the same as in earlier experiments. For
the second set of experiments, along with the Dom-0, there are 5 Dom-Us also running in
the physical machine. This configuration is the same as the configuration for most of the
other experiments discussed in this dissertation. In the second set of experiments, we also
introduce computation intensive workload into each of the Dom-Us. The workload is the
same as used for earlier experiments for measuring the latency of CMM in the presence of
active workload.
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8.2.3 Results and Analysis
Figure 45 presents the results when the malloc experiments are run in the Dom-0 only,
and there is no other workload introduced into the Dom-0. We present the results for
allocating and accessing (writing/reading) 400MB and 200MB of memory respectively for
the various scenarios mentioned earlier. The results definitely show that the latency involved
in operation of intra-VM mechanisms is significant. For 400MB of memory, basic malloc
operation (malloc-write) takes around 1000 msec. That is quite higher than the latency of
less than 400 msec observed for the optimized CMM in no workload situation (refer Figure
33). In the best case scenario for calloc-read, the latency is comparable to the operational
latency of the coordinated mechanism.
The latency for malloc operations is still higher when operated after file read and file
write activities. This shows two things: (i) Latency is affected by the overall memory
situation, and may usually be higher than the values obtained for basic malloc-write ex-
periments, because, in a normal working setup, file read and write operations constitute
a significant portion of the activities in any OS or VM (ii) In a virtualized setup, if the
memory situation in any particular VM is not very good (free pages not readily available)
and there is memory pressure, it may make sense to try getting memory from other VMs
running in the physical machine, with the assumption that there are VMs which are not
experiencing memory pressure at that instant and they have enough free memory available.
The results for a similar set of experiments in the presence of other VMs with active
workload in them is presented in Figure 46. The results in this case further corroborate our
observations from the earlier set of experiments. As expected, the latencies are considerably
higher in this case, because of the presence of additional VMs and the workload in them.
To put this in perspective, the latencies for the corresponding cases of CMM (refer Figure
41) are usually lower, even when the optimization constructs are not used. The latency for
calloc-read in the presence of VMs with active workload is comparable to the latency of
CMM for similar memory amounts. The use of optimization constructs tilts the balance
much in the favor of CMM. It is important to note that, for all the results in this section,
we have used the malloc and calloc functionalities as it is and have not looked into their
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implementation details for any optimization. Also, a single process (/thread) is used for
all the experiments. The results may be different in multi-threaded situations, or if some
possible latency optimization constructs are used for the malloc class of routines.
Figure 45: Latency of intra-VM memory management mechanisms like malloc and calloc
when operated in the absence of significant workload; only Dom-0 running
8.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we discussed about the latency involved in the usage and operation of
the intra-VM memory management mechanisms, and our analysis validates our initial the-
sis statement that, operational latency of inter-VM memory management mechanisms is
comparable to that of the intra-VM mechanisms.
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Figure 46: Latency of intra-VM memory management mechanisms like malloc and calloc
when operated in the presence of VMs carrying compute intensive workload; Dom-0 and 5




The research works related to the discussion in this dissertation can be broadly categorized
into various sub-categories.
The first category comprises of the various studies targeted towards design and imple-
mentation of memory management schemes through page transfer mechanisms. Ballooning
mechanism was introduced in [48] and has been implemented in all subsequent hypervisors
(including Xen) in one form or other. We have discussed about ballooning and its variants
like self-balooning in detail in this dissertation. Transcendent memory (T-Mem)[33] [34]
was designed and implemented to overcome some of the issues associated with ballooning.
T-Mem provides a different approach for memory management in a virtualized environment
by claiming under-utilized memory in the system, putting them into a central pool and pro-
viding a page copy based interface to this pool. The VMs can offload some of the pages
to these centralized pool in times of memory scarcity. We have discussed about T-Mem in
this dissertation and we found that the overhead associated with page copy based interface
render T-Mem unsuitable for catering to situations with a need for low latency. In a related
paper [11], Umesh Deshpande et al. have looked into utilizing distributed memory and
network paging mechanisms to allow the VMs to use more DRAM than is provided by the
host machine. A similar idea has been explored in the context of memory blade servers in
[30].Hwang et al., have looked into hypervisor level paging and intelligent page reclamation
for memory balancing in [18], but in this approach hypervisor needs to be aware of page
cache accesses of VMs. Amit et al., in VSwapper [2], are also focusing on optimizing hy-
pervisor based paging activities, and are specifically focusing on optimization of scenarios
where ballooning functionality is not sufficient to resolve the memory pressure situations.
The second category primarily comprises of research works dealing with sharing of mem-
ory pages. Waldspurger et al., introduced content-based page sharing in ESX server [48].
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The basic idea is to identify page copies by their contents. Pages with identical contents can
be shared regardless of when, where, or how those contents were generated. The cost for
this is that work must be performed to scan for sharing opportunities. Generally, hashing
is used to identify pages with potentially identical contents. A hash value that summarizes
a page’s contents is used as a lookup key into a hash table containing entries for other
pages that have already been marked copy-on-write (COW). If the hash value for the new
page matches an existing entry, it is very likely that the pages are identical, although false
matches are possible. A successful match is followed by a full comparison of the page con-
tents to verify that the pages are identical. In Difference Engine [15], the authors looked at
finding page sharing opportunities at sub-page level. They use patching and compression
to achieve greater memory savings than sharing alone. In another related work, Satori [37],
the authors have tried to reduce the inherent overhead in page sharing and increase the
utilization of page sharing opportunities by using enlightenment in the guest OSes. They
use sharing-aware block devices as a low overhead mechanism for detecting duplicate pages.
Since a large amount of sharing originates within the page cache, they monitor data as it
enters the cache. They have a mechanism which distributes the saved pages to the various
VMs in accordance with the amount of pages they have contributed to sharing. In another
study [4], the authors find that the amount of page sharing opportunities within a single
VM/OS far outweighs the sharing opportunities across VMs and conclude that page sharing
opportunities should be explored in non-virtualized systems too.
There is a set of research work dealing with working set size estimation and other
works which are built on top of basic page transfer and page sharing mechanisms. Memory
resource management was first formalized for operating systems by Denning in 1968, with
the introduction of the working set model [10]. The working set of a process at time t is the
set of pages that it has referenced in the interval (t− τ, t). Pages can then be allocated to
each process so that its working set can fit in memory. Since it is challenging to calculate the
working set exactly, an alternative approach is to monitor the page fault frequency for each
process. If a process incurs too many page faults, its allocation of pages is increased and
vice versa. In virtualized environments there is a need for calculating the working set size of
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the entire VM. Zhao et al., have used the LRU-histogram technique to predict the page miss
rate and use it to estimate the working set size of a VM [56]. In Geiger [20], the authors
detect memory pressure and calculate the amount of extra memory needed by monitoring
disk I/O and inferring major page faults. Lu et al., [31] use a hypervisor exclusive cache
for calculating the page miss ratio curve of each VM and use that to estimate the WSS of
the VM. In this design, each VM gets a small amount of machine memory, and the rest of
the memory is managed by the VMM in the form of an exclusive cache. This approach can
track all memory accesses above the minimum memory allocation and both WSS increase
and decrease can be deduced. Kim et al., [23] have designed and implemented a cooperative
caching mechanism for globally managing the buffer caches of the virtual machines running
in a physical machine. In their approach, if a block cached in the buffer cache of one
virtual machine is decided to be evicted, then it is given a second chance to be stored in the
memory of some other virtual machine. The goal is to reduce the number of disk accesses
and this mechanism has high degree of similarity with some of the constructs available in
transcendent memory.
A section of this dissertation is dealing with interference of scheduling activities in the
CMM operation. So, a set of related work consists of research works directed at evaluating
various facets of virtualized environments and interference among the VMs and scheduler
enhancements targeted at improving certain aspects of a virtualized setup. Koh et al., [25]
have studied the effects of performance interference between two virtual machines hosted on
the same hardware platform by looking at system-level workload characteristics. Xing Pu et
al., [42] study the performance interference between VMs executing on the same hardware
platform and running network I/O workloads that are either CPU bound or network bound.
Research efforts such as [40, 29, 14] study the impact of VM scheduling on I/O virtualization
performance and highlight the need for improved scheduling techniques that help I/O-bound
VMs while maintaining fairness. In the research papers [24, 22], the authors have looked into
enhancing the scheduling support for multimedia related tasks inside VMs. In a different but
related set of papers [52, 54, 53], the authors look at the scheduler modifications necessary
for efficient simulations in virtualized environments. In Bubbleflux [51], authors have looked
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into creating an integrated dynamic interference measurement and online QoS management
mechanism with the end goals of providing accurate QoS control and maximize server
utilization.
We have looked at the latency associated with ‘malloc’ class of operations in this disser-
tation. Malloc being a fundamental interface for memory allocation at user level, researchers
have looked into the performance aspects of malloc in varied scenarios. Lever et al., [28]
have researched about the performance of malloc in multi-threaded environments. The la-
tency numbers presented in this paper are comparable to the numbers we have observed as
part of our study and we will be looking into the details of their experimental setups for
our future studies about malloc. Publications of Poul-Henning Kamp [21] and Doug Lea
[27] are very helpful in understanding the internal implementations of malloc.
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CHAPTER X
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
10.1 Conclusion
There is a gradual proliferation of virtualization into platforms where virtualization has
not traditionally been a part of the software ecosystem. Due to the promises of versatility
and security, mobile and embedded devices like smart-phones are the most recent addition
to the list of environments where virtualization plays a noteworthy role and environments
like automobile software system are in the pipeline for introducing virtualization into the
software stack. However, this proliferation also redefines the expectations for the various
mechanisms in the virtualization layer in order to cater appropriately to the needs of the
new breed of applications that are now part of the upper layers of the software stack. Time
varying and bursty memory requirements of the applications is one such characteristic that
has to be appropriately dealt with by the virtualization layer. We have addressed this issue
through the research presented in this dissertation.
We started with by analyzing the memory requirement patterns of some of the prevalent
applications in the mobile devices arena, like browsing, email and video streaming etc.,
and showed the inherent bursty behavior of their memory needs. This finding, and the
latency sensitive nature of these applications, calls for low latency memory management
mechanisms at various layers of the system software stack. With our primary focus being on
the virtualization layer, we designed and implemented a coordinated memory management
mechanism (CMM), a novel approach where multiple VMs cooperate among them to come
to the rescue of another VM experiencing sudden memory pressure. Subsequently, we also
present experimental analysis comparing CMM with some similar memory management
mechanisms in the virtualization layer. Our first implementation of the mechanism is in
accordance with the split driver principle followed by other para-virtual device drivers in
the Xen setup, where the front-ends of the driver are inside the Dom-Us and the back-ends
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reside in Dom-0. Communication and coordination between the VMs happens by writing
into xenstore and sending signals across to the other end by xenbus.
Due to our primary focus on the operational latency of the mechanism, we have done
an extensive analysis of CMM in order to identify avenues for latency improvement. Given
the distributed nature of the implementation and operation of the mechanism, scheduling
policy plays a critical role in the overall operational latency. Based on this hypothesis, we
evaluated the extent of interference caused by the scheduling activity in the hypervisor and
VM kernels and showed that the interference may be significant when CMM operates with
other active workload in the VMs. The primary cause of interference is due to schedulers
not being aware of any ongoing CMM operation and not having any means of giving it
higher priority over other tasks. We implemented optimization constructs inside Linux
credit scheduler and Xen scheduler to minimize this interference and analyzed the effect of
these optimization constructs to showcase their benefit.
With a goal of further bounding the operational latency of CMM, we also analyzed the
time taken in various phases of operation and found that using xenstore interfaces for infor-
mation exchange adds unnecessary overhead. Also, the general design of the split drivers
and the internal dependency of xenstore on a daemon running in Dom-0, creates a complex
scenario for scheduler optimization constructs, where Dom-0 has to be accorded a special
status. In order to atone for these pain points, we revised the design and implementation
of CMM where we moved the central coordination functionalities out of Dom-0 and put
it into the hypervisor. In order to remove the dependency on xenstore, we also modified
the communication and coordination constructs. The revised design uses shared memory
page based information exchange, and Xen upcall and hypercall based coordination. We
provide detailed experimental results to showcase the latency gains due to this revised de-
sign. There are two primary takeaways: (i) The revised design provides a latency reduction
of of 30% -50% over the earlier design when scheduler optimization constructs are not en-
abled (latency reduction is higher when scheduler optimizations are enabled) in various
experimental scenarios (ii) Due to the relatively simpler and straightforward coordination
mechanism and removal of unnecessary dependence on Dom-0, the effect of the optimization
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constructs is more pronounced for the optimized CMM. More noteworthy is the fact that, in
the new design, with the scheduler optimization constructs enabled, the operational latency
of CMM in the presence of workload is very near the operational latency in the absence of
any workload. This definitely shows the effectiveness of the optimization constructs.
As the final contribution of our dissertation, we measure the latency of intra-VM mech-
anisms like ‘malloc’ and ‘calloc’ and show that the best case results for these intra-VM
mechanisms is comparable to that of the corresponding latency of CMM.
In a nutshell, we make the following contributions through this dissertation:
• we propose a coordinated memory management mechanism that is appropriate for
adoption of virtualization in the resource-constrained embedded platforms;
• we have implemented a detailed measurement infrastructure in the hypervisor, which
will be useful in of itself for other researchers;
• we propose latency-conscious optimizations in the Linux CFS scheduler framework,
which will also be useful in of itself for other researchers;
• we propose latency conscious optimizations in the Xen hypervisor credit scheduler,
which will also be useful in of itself for other researchers;
• we report on the design details and performance results of an optimized implementa-
tion of our CMM mechanism;
• we provide comparative analysis of CMM with other relevant inter-VM and intra-VM
memory management mechanisms to showcase its effectiveness.
Finally it is important to mention that, although the work presented in this dissertation
draws its motivation from the low latency needs of the applications prevalent in end-devices,
CMM and the latency reduction techniques discussed in this dissertation are equally appli-
cable to server class setups having need for low latency memory management mechanisms.
Network simulation frameworks [39, 41] are one such class of applications.
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10.1.1 Discussion
The coordinated mechanism (CMM), that has been developed and optimized for operational
latency over the course of this dissertation, is built for a very specific purpose i.e., to help a
VM experiencing memory pressure alleviate the situation quickly by getting support from
other VMs. For this purpose, the system has been designed to enable prioritized execution
of the operation of this mechanism, with the assumption that, with quick execution, the
overall system can get back quickly to a steady state and for this duration of execution
giving priority to the mechanism does not hamper other tasks. But, in certain situations,
this assumption may not be true and for those situations, non activation of the optimization
constructs should be the norm. Also, the mechanism is effective only when there are VMs
which are not experiencing memory pressure at the same instant and are willing to donate
memory to the VM experiencing memory pressure. This may not be true in all circumstances
and therefore alternate considerations are necessary for dealing with such situations.
In our approach to mitigating scheduler interference, we follow the principle of creating a
framework for identifying the entities that need prioritized access to CPU (because of their
association with CMM operation) and giving them higher priority over others. Another
approach of dealing with this could be through static or dynamic modification of CPU time
slices allocated to VCPUs or kernel threads. Theoretically, reduction of the time slices
has the potential to reduce the level of scheduler interference because unwanted VCPUs
(or threads) are quickly scheduled out. However, it needs to be verified by experimental
analysis. Moreover, during the detailed analysis of CMM to quantify the extent of scheduler
interference, we observed that the average time amount for which a VCPU runs (on being
scheduled) is far less than the time slice amount, primarily because of a quick context switch
to that of idle domain in order to deal with interrupts or softirqs. Other researchers have
also observed this behavior [32]. Therefore, the actual extent of benefit that is achievable
by modification of scheduler time slices is probably not much, and can only be quantified
by detailed experimental analysis. A similar argument could be made for the case of Linux
kernel schedulers.
Also, in the work presented in this dissertation, we have not specifically looked into the
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scalability aspects of CMM. Given our focus on the needs from virtualization layer in the
context of end-devices, scalability has not been one of our design goals. But the architecture
and implementation of both the split-driver model and the optimized CMM do not create
any additional constraint from the point of view of scalability. One limitation in the existing
architecture is that, it works on satisfying the memory pressure situation of one VM at a
time using the coordinated approach. For dealing with situations where multiple VMs may
be experiencing memory pressure simultaneously, appropriate design and implementation
changes to CMM are necessary. One simple solution is to serialize the memory request
(and corresponding resolution steps), but a more flexible solution is desirable and could be
a subject for future research.
Finally, we have implemented and analyzed CMM in the Xen hypervisor based para-
virtualized setup, due to the flexibility associated with the para-virtualization approach
which allows modification of guest VMs. However, the design principle of CMM is transfer-
able to other forms of virtualization frameworks like full virtualization (VMware) or hosted
virtualization (KVM). One aspect of CMM that is not readily transferable to these other
virtualization environments are the constructs built into the scheduler optimization features
for coordination between the hypervisor scheduler and kernel scheduler. This is achieved
by making hypercalls at the beginning and end of various phases. There is a need to devise
appropriate work around for this issue, depending on the virtulization framework to which
CMM is being introduced.
10.2 Future Work
There are quite a few avenues for possible future work building upon the research presented
in this dissertation. One possible avenue for future work is to look more closely at the
memory page release and reclamation phases of the operation of the coordinated mechanism.
These phases could potentially be implemented in a multi-threaded approach, depending
on the number of vcpus allocated to the various VMs and the number of cores available in
the physical machine. We have not touched upon this aspect in our current research. This
could possibly reduce the operational latency by a few factors, depending on the machine
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configuration and the effectiveness of the multi-threaded algorithm.
Another avenue for further exploration is to look at the internals of the working set
size estimation. Simple estimation of the current working set size is not enough from the
point of view of fast and dynamic memory balancing. Memory once allocated to a virtual
machine is quite difficult to recover, as the operating system (inside the guest VMs) uses
it for different purposes, mostly for page and buffer cache contents. Moreover, as has
been shown in Chapter 8 (although in a different context), the amount of time required
to get a certain amount of memory pages depends on the overall situation of the physical
memory at that instant. So, gathering more detailed statistics in terms of the number
of free pages, clean and dirty pages etc. and evaluating their impact towards the latency
aspects of a coordinated memory management mechanism is an important area for further
exploration. In a related research front, development of a system for fast dissemination of
these relevant meta-data about the internal memory situation of the various VMs to the
central coordinating module is also necessary. Developing a dynamic algorithm to take these
various inputs into consideration for coming up with the best possible memory distribution
for various VMs can help the mechanism perform optimally in varied setups.
Lastly, as we have shown through this dissertation, in varied scenarios, the latency
involved in the operation of intra-VM memory management mechanisms is comparable to
the latency involved in an inter-VM mechanism like CMM discussed in this dissertation.
Building upon this observation and accurately identifying the reasons behind the latency of
malloc operations is important and we will be doing further explorations towards this goal.
Also, in the existing software setups, these two classes of memory management mechanisms
operate more or less independent of each other and in a non-integrated manner. But in
virtualized setups, with multiple VMs running in one physical machine, not all the VMs
will experience memory pressure at the same instant. So for such situations, integrating
the intra-VM and inter-VM memory management mechanisms may help the VMs alleviate
their memory pressure situations in a better way, as compared to the existing approaches
of activating the paging out to disks or ending execution of active processes in extreme
situations. This integration is one of the necessary steps for showcasing and quantifying the
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benefits of the memory management mechanisms in the lower layers of the software stack
(like CMM) for the applications located in the top layer of the stack. So, this is one avenue
of future work which we will be diving into in the immediate future and strive towards
showcasing the benefits of CMM for upper layer applications through verifiable results.
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